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Sigma Pi may receive charter in February
Students focus on 'brotherhood' of new fraternity
BY DANIELLE MCGHEE

contributing writer
Several students may receive a
charter in February to restart a former
chapter of the fraternity Sigma Pi.
Tne fraternity, two years in the
making, may receive its charter in
February 2005. It started with 25 members and now are up to 40. making ft
the third-largest fraternity on campus.
Junior Tim Smith, chapter president, said they are enthusiastic about
the activities that they can partake in
once recognized officially by the
Interfratemity Council (IFC) and
nationally by their national organization chapter.
"We all rushed for fraternities and

Stock up
in case
of severe
weather

u

How to become official

Sigma Pi is not fresh to campus
— it previously was charted at JMU
from 1971 to 19%, with mote than
300 alumni. The new era of brothers
wants to promote just that—"brotherhood," according to Seidler.
"We want to know the people before they join the fraternity because being good friends is
important before becoming brothers," Seidler said.
Senior Ian Lambeets, Sigma
Pi's public relations officer, said
community service ideas for the
future include the Lance Armstrong
"Live Strong" promotion and
participating in an Altruistic
Campus Experience Project to
better an aspect of campus life.

We all rushed for
fraternities and received
bids, but... turned them
down.
-Jeff Seidler
junior

95—
received bids, but decided to rum
them down." junior Jeff Seidler said
The fraternity will not hold an
official recruitment during rush week.
Smith said. Seidler said they will be
recruiting people that are iutiueiicd
in the fraternity that they have met.

The process of receiving a fraternity or
Sorority charter is full of precise steps and
a punctual timeline. "First the group must
gain club recognition and then be recognized by the IFC and nationally by their own
fraternity," said Mike Citro, coordinator of
fraternity and sorority life.
"This entails everything between receiving colony status, which is meeting the
chapter's national standards and submitting the name of an active alumnus in the
area," he added.
The university must recognize the colony
for six months, and the grade-point average
of the entire group has to be over or equal to
2.4 Finally, when the national fraternity is
granted a charter and a representative of the
IFC has given approval a fraternity or sorority will be official.
— compiled by staff reports

Awe-struck

'Defensive linemen
never think they are
going to score ... it's
a fat man's dream'

BY SHARON SCHIFK

senior writer
Violent electrical storms
accompanied by tornado-type
winds, hail and flash flooding are frequent harsh weather
conditions in the Harrisonburg
area from April to October,
according to JMU's Emergency
Response Plan.
The
violent
weather
section of the emergency
response plan suggests
"stock up on flashlights, portable radios and batteries.
Gas up your car in advance.
Listen to instructions from
your building coordinators.
Keep away from windows,
the winds or wind-borne
object may strike and shatter them. Stay tuned to your
radio for local information."
Students are urged to put
together hurricane preparation kits, which include basic
food, clothing, medication and
water for several days.
"We have taken some
exemplary steps in planning
for an extreme emergency
|the plan| deals with a mul
titude of possibilities," said
Fred Hilton, director of media
relations.
JMU has an emergency
response team that meets
immediately whenever there
is an issue of severity. The
group is comprised of people
from all over campus, including the president, chief of
police, computer/telecommunications specialists and other
various individuals. "The key
people in different areas that
know what to do are represented," Hilton added.
Victor Lim, junior class
vice president, said, "JMU
is good at alerting students
in preparation for violent
weather. They send out notices as soon as possible and
post procedures on the school
Web site during any hint of
inclement weather."
The emergency response
plan discusses in detail many
safety issues, in addition to
the threat of violent weather
The plan includes information about fire safety, evacuation methods, utility failure
and first aid. Some portions of
the Web site are confidential;
however, most of the mfnrmation regarding safety and
procedures are accessible to
the public.
"Students are in a unique
situation because they have
to worry about themselves,
as well as their family situations," said Jim Junkin, direcxeWEATHBM, ptgeS
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Soy can
substitute
for salad
toppers
BY KATIE CHIRGOTIS

health reporter
Soy and soy products —
such as tofu and tempeh — are
becoming more popular
"I heard |soy Is] good for
you, but I don't really know
what ifs in," freshman Peter
Ceccacci said. "My mom says I
should eat more of it."
As a health trend, "|soy
is] not just continuing, but
expanding." said Michelle
Cavoto, nutritionist for the
University Health Center. "Ifs
going everywhere, and I only
see it getting bigger. I'd like to
see it get more popular."
According to Revival Soy
clinical trials, soy reduces the
risk for hormone-related diseases such as breast, endometrial and prostate cancer.
By inhibiting hormone and
enzyme production and effecting estrogen and testosterone
metabolism, both men and
women are at less risk for
these certain cancers.
Soy also lowers "bad" LDL
cholesterol, whith reduces risk
for heart disease. It decreases
the amount of calcium lost via
excretion, lowering the risk for
osteoporosis.
"Tofu can go into soups,
casseroles, chili, anything
because it takes on the flavor
of what it's cooked with."
Cavoto said.
Products
like
dried
soybeans, which taste like
corn nuts, can be used as a
salad topper, in yogurt or as a
snack. Tofurti is an alternative
to lactose-heavy ice cream
without the saturated fat, and
veggie burgers largely are
available in campus dining
facilities.
"I love Bocca products and
soy yogurt, but my all-time
favorite snack is a tall glass of
chocolate soy milk," Cavoto
added.
Senior Rian Chandler finds
soy options at on-campus
dining facilities such as Festival
and D-hall.
"There are some great
options for soy at Festival's
noodle bar D-hall is often
another good option because
it has a vegan bar and veggie
burgers," she said.

Facebook site faces lawsuit
BY MEGAN WHITTEMORE

The GW Hatchet
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Some Sanchez recites her poetry at this year's Furious
Flower II Conference. See story on page 3.

(U-WIRE) WASHINGTON
— The founders of an online
social networking Web site
tiled a lawsuit against thefdcebook.com, seeking to shut
down the popular site and
take away most of its profits.
Connrc/U.com,
which
was started by twin brothers Cameron and Tyler
Winklevoss
and
Divya
Narendra. has accused thefacebook.com founder Mark
Zuckerberg of basing his site
on their original project. The
suit was filed Sept. 2 in a
Massachusetts federal court.
As a sophomore at Harvard
University,
Zuckerberg
wrote the code for GmnrcfU.
com, formerly a project by
the student founders called
HarpardConnection.com.
'Basically, the idea behind
the Web site, the original aspect,

More than 2,000
JMU students
use thefacebook.com.

bringing social networking com.
"At Harvard there is an
to the college level at various
[campuses] ... that's what Honor Code that tries to prohe took while claiming to do mote honesty between stuwork for us," said Narendra, dents. Most schools have
who graduated with his fellow honor codes like this that
apply to harassment, academfounders last spring.
The CcmnectU.com creators ic dishonesty and personal
said they first took the case property," Narendra s.nd
to the Harvard Administrative "This is intellectual property,
Board and its president but the and ifs frustrating that the
issue was ruled to be outside administrators don't see It
of the university's jurisdiction. under the same light."
The graduates then filed a fedMe FACEBOOK, page 5
eral lawsuit against thrfdeebook.
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Broken water main
causes traffic jam
Near the intersection of South Main St. and
Port Republic Road a water main broke.
The City of Harrisonburg Department of
Works shut down South Main for a few hours
causing traffic to build up. Workers used special instruments to find the location of the initial
break to fix it properly and efficiently without
holding up traffic.

The Breeze is published Monday
and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout Jamas
Madison University and the local
Hamsonbuig community Comment* and complaints should be
addressed to Alison Fargo, editor
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(540)568-6127
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Alison Fargo
(540) 568-3694
breezeeditor9hotmail. com
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Kelly Jasper
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breezenews9hotmail.com
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Grand Larceny
An unknown person removed a wall plaque from Zane
Showker Hall sometime between Sept. 21 at 5 p.m. and. Sept
22 at 9 a.m.

The Senior Class Challenge will hold Challenge Captain Information
sessions at 5 p.m. in Taylor Hall, room 302. The informational sessions
will explain the purpose of the Senior Class Challenge and how seniors
can participate as challenge captains. For more information contact
Chrissy Deery at deeryc*.

Property Damage
A JMU student reported damage io the left rear lens, left
bumper and left rear fender of a vehicle parked in R-1 Lot
between Sept. 21 at 10:30 p.m. and Sept. 22. at 11 a.m.

The career fair will be held today at the College Center Gtand Ballroom
from 2 to 6 p.m. Students can find information about jobs in the
business, technology, government and law enforcement fields. For
more information visit the career fair Web site, www.imu.edu/aacd/
can>erfair, or call X8-6555

Total parking tickets since Aug. 19: 3,864

Walt Disney World College Recruiters will be in the College Center
Highlands Room at 7 p.m. The Watt Disney World College Program is
a paid Internship. The program is open to undergraduate students of
all ages and majors. Attendance is mandatory at the presentation. For
more information e-mail Jennifer Chasteen at chastejl.

Total drunk in public since Aug. 19: 31
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POLICE LOG

Wednesday,

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Sunday-Tkiirtday

Call J40.568.6127 or
e-mail thc_ brccze@jmu.edu
for more information.

10:30 am-1:30 am
Friday-Saturday

10:30 am-3:30 am

Ask about our
lunch and late-night specials!

433-PAPA
433-7272
WWW.papajohnS.COIIl
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I mmy-winnuiK director
to hold open Q&A forum
Three-time Emmy Award
winner Robert Benedetti
will conduct a queshon-and.mswrr forum on his career
i i products director, actor
and writer in theater, television and film tomorrow from
1 to 3 p.m. in Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre in Duke Hall.
The interview session,
"From Stage to Screen and
Back: An Afternoon with
Robert Benedetti," is free
and open to the public.
Among the highlights of
his career, Benedetti wrote and
produced the 1996 Hallmark
film, "The Canterville Ghost."
Hi- way his first Emmy in
1997 for the HBO film. "Miss

BY SHARON SCHIFF

senior writer
Slavery, war and political leadership were among the heated
topics addressed by poets of the
Laureates' Circle last Friday.
The event was part of the Furious
Flower D poetry conference, a dedication to great black poets throughout
history, said Joanne Gabbm. an English
piufcaaur and coordinator of the Furious
Flower II Conference Gabbin named
performing poets Sonia Sanchez and
Amiri Baraka as the mother and father
of the black arts movement
"Sonia Sanchez encircles the
world with her love ... she teaches
us how to be human," Gabbin said.
Through a humming melodv,
Sanchez urged people to "get out and
vote... people died for you to vote" during her performance She spoke of war,
justice and peace within her works.
Amiri Baraka recited poetry
through speech and singing. He posed

Benedetti has been acting
a directing for more than 40
years. He also writes widely
used acting textbooks

Flu shots available for
students at health center
The University Health
Center will provide flu shots
totheJMUcommuiiiu si.nt
ing Oct. 25.
The shots will be available Monday through Friday
until Nov. 12 or while supplies last. Only 2,000 flu
shots are available on a firstcome, firsl-served basis.
Locations to reci-ive a
shot are at the College Center
Registration Area, located
next to Festival, on Mondays
from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Shuts alto are available
Tuesday through Friday at
the Hiilcrest East Health
Center Annex, located
next to Carrier Library,
from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m
The cost for shots are $10
for students, employee family members, professor emeritus and affiliates and $5 for
faculty and staff FLEX, cash
and checks are accepted.
i ontad 568*178 or visit
wwuicdcgin'/flu with questions
or for mow information..
New JMU license plate
to help scholarships
A new JMU license plate
is now available.
The
Commemorative
|MU Seal plate" is a revenue-sharing plate, and $15
of the $25 fee paid to the
DMV will be given to )MU
for legacy scholarships.
Last year. $26380 was generated for scholarships by these
plates, according to JMU.
The JMU "Cupola" plate
is no longer available. The
Duke Dog athletic plate still
can be purchased for the same
annual fee of $25 a year.
Personalized plates are
available with six character
p.HIS on each plate. There
is an extra $10 annual fee
for a personalized plate.
To order a plate, visit
www.dmv.slale.va.usl
dm v net/plate ^purchase/
Itltt I I'lnl,- «s;i

questions within one of his poems asking who is responsible for certain contentious subjects. "Who made guns
... who runs the army ... who kills ...
who invented AIDS?" he recited.
Other poets also confronted
social and political issues of the
past and present in their poetry.
Askia Toure recited a poem about
patriotism in America. "There is
a lot of blasphemous noise about
patriotism," Askia Toure said in his
poem. He incorporated current topics such as HIV and drugs into his
poem, and comments on the political leadership in America.
Many of the performers revealed
their own poetic idols, dedicating their poems to specific people.
Dolores Hendrick explained how
Gwendolyn Brooks, an internationally renowned black poet has been an
inspiration in her work. The conference is named after a Brooks poem.
see FLOWBM, page S

E VIN SHOAflirmor phoKgnflm
Former New Jersey post laureate Amiri Baraka, above, peasants a poem as
part of ths Furious Flower II Conference. Event organizer Joanne Gabbin called
the gathering, of which Askia Tours, right, was a part, a "historic event.-

Local automates DVD rentals
BY LISA TALLEY

contributing writer
Neighbors Convenience Store, with the
help of a local resident and a JMU student,
opened a Box Office Express for students
to rent movies in a non-traditional way.
This new rental facility offers more
than just the typical "back of the box"
summaries — it allows you to watch the

CAROLYN WALSKR/ifmar photographer
Eric German, co-owner of Box Office
Express, with one of his machines

actual movie trailers on a screen on the
machine before a rental commitment is
made. "While the machine has 700 compartments for DVDs and video games,
ours already holds about 300," said senior
Adam Beasley, co-owner and co-operator
of the local Box Office Express.
To use the Box Office Express, the customer
swipes his or her credit card, then uses the
touch screen to pick a movie. The movie then
pops out of a slot in the machine.
"For college-aged consumers in a limitedoption town, we realized that there was
definitely a better alternative to the chain
stores that already existed," said 22-yearold Harrisonburg resident and entrepreneur
Eric Carman, co-owner and co-operator of
the local Box Office Express.
Box Office Express contains new releases
and classics. For a two-day rental of a new
release DVD, it will cost $3.49 and any
regular movie will cost $.99 per day. Box
Office Express accepts credit cards only.
"It only took a few forgotten rentals with late fees and one too many
nights wanting to rent after hours
for us to realize this was an excellent
opportunity," Carman said.
Freshman Angela Bereski said, "I
would probably use this service when I
want to rent a movie and Blockbuster has
already closed. It sounds easy enough."

ASHLEY BANKS.\oiarihuling jHhanmiSfl
Shells Simon, right, wtth Cindy Clark, toads a sing a long.

Connecting country
music, domestic violence
BY AMIR POONSAKVARASON

staff writer
A la w professor led an a udience
in a sing-a-long while discussing
domestic violence in country
music Friday afternoon.
Sheila Simon of Southern Illinois
University, and a member from her
all-female band. "Loose Gravel," put
on lead students and faculty into her
discussion: "Greatest Has: Domestic
Violence in Country Music."

Simon used the song "Goodbye
Ear!" by the Dixie Chicks as a premise to connect the topics of domestic
violence and country music
"[Music] is the modern
stage, and ifs where we see
country music and domestic
violence," Simon said. The song
"Goodbye Earl" represents that
sometimes society and the law
don't work together and people
see MUSIC, page 5
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Be on the
front page.
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WEATHER: Students should have
plans in case of sudden emergencies
WEATHER, from page I

tor of emergency communications for Harrisonburg and Rockingham County.
During times of an emergency, parents
and students may find it challenging to get
in touch with one another. In such instances Junkin said, "Have a third party contact
that is not from this area."
A third contact party would allow students to have a person from far away in

FACEBOOK: Web site enables students
to find classmates' personal information
FACEBOOK, from page I

Got News?
Let us know.
*

time of emergency in case their immediate
family can not to be reached. Both parties
can contact the third party to send the message that they are OK, especially if phone
lines are down and there is limited opportunity to call home.
Although |MU has prepared tor violent
weather and the safety plan is extensive.
"You can not anticipate everything,"
said Hilton.

Narendra said that Zuckerberg was referred to them
as someone skilled at writing code for the online information and seek out their
peers online.
"From fall 2003 until February 2004 when Facebook
came out he claimed to be
working for us, and we went
along with it and motivated
him to work hard," said Narendra, who added that Zuck-

erberg never had any formal
contract with HarvardConnection.com.
Thefacebook.com, which
added George Washington
University to its list of 41
available schools this summer, follows a similar format as ConnectU.com.
Students are able to look
up the personal information
of their classmates through
the Internet, making new
acquaintances and keeping

tabs on friends.
Chris Huges, spokesperson for thefacebook.
com, said that Zuckcrbcrg
worked for ConnectU.com
in an "informal relationship," but was never contracted, never paid and was
never legally bound to HarvardConnection.com.
"The claims of the
founders of ConnectU are
completely unfounded," according to Huges.

FLOWER:
Out-of-state
visitors come
for poetry
FLOWEK.fnmiaxe 3
Omekongo Dibinga, a poet
and presenter in the Cms- Pol
lination Workshop of the conference was excited to watch the
Laureate*'' Circle presentation.
"It'sa transforming experience ...
to -it down and listen to them live
and experience this as a poet,"
Dibinga said.
Junior Deanna Vuille Mid, I
think [Furious Flowcr| fulfilled
everyone's expectations (The poets] really tpokc to the audience.
Rita Dove is my favorite, and it's
really great seeing someone live."
Anne Ford, principal of Windsor High School in Windsor,
Conn,, attended the conference
because of her love for poetry.
"These poets remember the people that came before them," she
said. Ford said when she goes
back to her high school on Monday, she is going to start a poetry
club for students.

MUSIC: Visiting professor discusses domestic violence
MUSIC, from page 3

Contact us at:
breezenews@hotmail.com
540-568-669')

have to take it into their hands
to protect themselves, she said.
Country music often is
seen as backward-looking, according to Simon.
"Country music provides
us with where we have been
and where we are at (as a societyl," she said.
The progressive movements
of our sodety toward making
domestic violence an issue and
topic of discussion are not that
old, according to Simon.
Only in the past 30 years
were laws created to make
domestic abuse a criminal

charge, Simon said.
Courts also have taken
steps to make improvements
in the judicial system to counteract domestic violence.
Simon said regardless
of increased awareness and
punishment, domestic violence still is around.
The only category for measuring the success of domestic violence prevention is if a
woman is dead or alive, according to Simon.
Ann Morey, dean of the
college of arts and letters,
was a refuted the notion
that domestic violence was

-66—
Country music provides
us with where we have
been and where we are
[as a society]
-SbeUa Simon
clinical assistant professor of law at
Southern lllomos Uni\crsit\

strictly a subject for intellectual discussion.
Morey said that the stats are
blurred "If you go to the Holi-

day Inn for the night instead of
a shelter or go to your general
physician instead of the hospital you don't get reported as a
-l.ili-lu -he said.
Simon said, "We need to
move toward fewer people accepting domestic violence '
lunior Tiffanie Wilson, "I
think for progress to take place,
men have to play their part to
by standing up to other men
about what they are doing"
The guest lecture was
hosted by the justice studies
program, which will be a new
major that will begin this coming spring semester

WARNING!
Advertising with The Breeze may cause
excess patronage off
your business, club, or activity.

Caribbean Tan

Can you handle it? call 540.568.6127 today!
Harmony and InterVarsity present:

30 beds @ each location

2004 5K "RUN FOR 7\1DS!
October 2nd at 9:00a.m. at the College Center
Register/Sign in at 8:30a.m. outside of Festival
$10 to enter
All proceeds to benefit the Valley AIDS Network
Register early for a free t-shirtl

■ Caritf^Bjt Tan

■

http://www.jmuiv.com/hiv

540 433 I833

Buy a month of tans
get a month free

I

We were robbed.
Our window broken-

JAMES MCHONE

I

I

75 Couil Squat*
Downtown Horrisonburg

I Buy 5 tans for

I
I

(Includes SupcrbedM

Limit one per customer.
■ Coupon can only be used once.

JAMES ^CHONE

( arihkaan Ian

{Includes all beds)

$20

Limit one per customer.
■ Coupon can only be used once.

9-10 p.m Mon.-Fri.
10-8 p.m. Sat.
12-8 p.m. Sun.
Early Bird Special!
Buy a single session halt price
before noon!
Includes basic, super, and cyber beds.

Harrisonburg Crossing
Food Lion
Shopping Center
v A
Shopping Center
*< 433-9989
438-9989
>;
Accepting FLEX
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"TM-tccti, "Kci-i/id. Hi6<i. lattuita
Stylists with advanced training in New York,
Northern Virginia and Richmond
Mon.-Wed. 10-6
Thu. Fri. 10-7
^T
Sat. 10-4
Located in Food Uon Shopping Center off Port Republic Rd.
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19

ACROSS

TO DfflT HAVE TD BE A Rff Off TD SHOP m

1 Brilliant stroke
5 Pump up the
volume
8 Computer data
unit
12 Spectator
14 Under-stand a
transmission
15 NBC news show
16Tangelo
17 X rating?
18 Rub elbows
20 Preamble
23 Ocean motion
24 Creche figure
25 Direct course
28 Omega preceder

,.

■
■1

33

32

1I

1

B

L

P

29 "- Jacques"
30 End a fast
32 1-800 service.

oAn
34 Si mo-Icons
35 Span-dau's
last inmate
l6Cdebn4ka
37 Dark purplish red
40 Feel unwell
41 Libertine
42 "Phone-a-fricnd."
e.g.
47 Farm fr*-'«>"
48 Evidence of changes
49 Prejudice
50 Sun speech
51 Dog's "dogs"

10

11

14

II

19

■
■

.
"
'

■

31

x

44

43

*

t

■

DOWN

1 MaMl-chusetts cape
2 - shoestring
3 Last (Abbr.)
4 Verse
5 Related
6 Chaps
7 Opening night
8 Malay sultanate
9 Safe-cracker
10 Lofty
11 FalcoofThe
Sopranos"
13 Bread spread

19 Between jobs
20 Mischie-vous tyke
21 Crosby. Stills & 22 Small combo

45

46

23 Adolescence
25 Gets defensive
26 In the neighborhood
27 Bridge position
29 Scoot
31 Your
33 "- Com-pany"
34 Evoke
36 Slapstick missiles
37 Grouch38 Places
39 Emana-tion
40 Place of worship'
43 Wrath
44 Play-wright
Levin
45 Inexperi-enced
46 Double curve
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KROG6R SHOPPING CTR WHAT A RECORD
1790-98 E. Markat St. STORE SHOULD BE!
M.. tw w-a. S—<■» 124

IHNHEiaSH!
I

i
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KISSFM WILL BE HERE LIVE FROM 4 TO 7 PM

VL

5

w

540.442.4800
www.sunchase.net

WITH FOOD, PRIZES AND FUN!!!
COME VIEW OUR 4 BEDROOM
4 BATH LUXURYAPARTMENTS,
OUR PHENOMENAL POOL,
STATE-OF-THE-ART CLUBHOUSE,
AND MORE!!
DOORS OPEN AT 9:00AM
SEE YOU THERE!

Apartment & Living
THE BREEZE

I www.thebreeze.org
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"Seniors jenny
Brockwell,
Heidi Hlller and
UndMy Hurdle
created a cozy
nook, brimming
with essential —
but often overlooked — detaMa
that transform
a house' Into a
PHOTOS BY CAROLYN WALSER Imlor ftwKfrq+ir

Students decorate drab apartment
into 'Pottery Barn pretty'
Story by staff writer Ellie Loveman
Nicked and worn hand-medown furniture, threadbare
carpets and posters tacked
to the walls — they're all classics of
college apartments. Although this
form of decor is expected, one group
of JMU girls has gone beyond this
worn trademark.
Seniors Jenny Brockwell,
Heidi 1 filler and Lindsey Hurdle
created a cozy nook, brimming
with essential — but often overlooked details that transform
a "house" into a "home." Their
apartment, described by friends as
"Pottery Barn pretty." is just as it
sounds, only thousands of dollars
cheaper. Primary decorator Brockwell shared many practical tips
for decorating temporary college
dwellings as though they were the
fanciest hotels on the block.
Stores such as Kirkland's and
Wal-mart are great places to find
bargains or treasure hunt in used
furniture stores where owners appreciate their customers, she said.
The girls received a free coffee table
when they purchased a $250 fourpiece furniture set.
Each girl decorated different
rooms, each which reflect a variety of
tastes and inspirations. Brock well's living room looks like a picture cut from
Poffrry Barn, Southern Living or Belter
Homes b Gardens magazines. She lit the
room with lamps instead of overhead

lights because of the softer feel.
In addition, she framed postcards and artistic photography,
which she took and herself.
Pulling a room together on a
less-than-desirable paycheck requires planning ahead to choose the
layout of furniture and accessories.
The color scheme is the other essential starting place. "Go for classic
solid colors and stripes," Brockwell
said. "That way, it's easier to find
matching things and this makes
decorating a lot easier."
Once you find a color scheme,
stick with it. "When you keep one
color scheme, you can add pieces to
the room as you acquire them, and
you don't have to worry about if
things will match or not "she said.
Light switch covers, candles
or books create a finished
look at almost no cost (think
used bookstores or candles
from thrift stores).
The girls' dining room, decorated by Miller, boasts a bold Mediterranean flavor in yellow, green, red
and blue. A table from Goodwill
takes centerstage, while bright
posters of artwork from around the
globe adom the walls.
Grab your wallet and start
shopping — you just might discover
your dream home furnishings at a
neighborhood yard sale.

Decorating Tips on a Budget
Story by contributing writer Corey Nelson
Before starting on your
college paradise, there are a few
things to keep in mind.
Organization. Living in small.
cramped rooms is standard at
|MU, both on and off campus.
Keeping everything functional
and tidy really makes even the
smallest space more open and
accessible. Wire and metal baskets can be useful and can add
to the living space.
Wall Color Painting is an
option for many — even dorm
rooms on campus. Although
there is a bit more red tape
to get through if you live on
campus, painting is a worthwhile investment to make the
room your own.
Be creative Never go too big
too fast or too brash. Pick a
theme, something unifying that
you feel like you can really divulge your personality through.
Tropical paradise, New York
City, a bar. Care Bears, Asian
inspiration — the best formulation for a theme is something
you really enjoy. Go with
something that makes you (and
your roommates) comfortable.
Nothing too busy or it will just
distract you from your studies.
After you have picked a

theme, head over to Wal-Mart.
Michael's, Lowe's, Studio Art
— even Glen's Fair Price — to
pick pieces that will fit into
your theme. Lamps, furniture,
fabric and carpets all can help
pull your theme together and
complete your room.
Furniture. Somehow that lovely crate furniture that is provided might not quite be what
you had in mind. No problem
— fabric can fix that. All you
need is a pattern, loads of safety
pins, a couple of friends and
a free moment. Cut the fabric
so that it fits perfectly on the
top and sides of every cushion
(don't worry about the back, no
ones going to see it, our secret)
and then just safety pin the
fabric to the cushions.
Fining it together.Positioning
things at angles gives the room
more character and a different
look. Spend time trying things
out in different places and finding what works best for you.
Breaking it in Add pillows,
rent a movie, hang out with
your buddies and relax in
your home away from home.
Just because this room is a
loaner doesn't mean it has to
feel like if s not yours.
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Read The Breeze.
Recycle The Breeze.
Write for The Breeze.
Advertise with The Breeze.
(540)568-6127-

Ashby
Crossing *

Picture yourself here today!

ipi^
Ashby crossing provides
all that you need!
Rent includes:
-Free Cable
-Free Phone
-Free Ethernet
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA
432-1001

Stop in to inquire about our 2005-2006 rates.
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Curb late-night munchies

TOP What to look for
TTM- ■" your next
I til. roommate
Bv

Al

Harrisonburg 's hottest after-midnight snack stops
and the Waffle House, bolh of which are open
24 hours a day, seven days a week.
For college students, 50 percent is taken off of
any entree with the proof of a valid college ID
Wednesdays after 6 p.m. and Sundays after 10 pan
For all of those in need of donuts and coffee,
there always is the Sheetz convenience store
located near campus at the comer of University
Boulevard and Reservoir Street
"I love going to Sheetz," junior Michele
Richards said. "They have some amazing
Shmagels and Shmufhns. 1 especially like to
go to Sheetz when I need some good coffee in
order to stay up and do some work."

BY PAUL ROBERTSON

contributing writer

BcCLBI■ contributing writer

1U. UrganiZatlOn. Someone who is somewhat organized. Messes are like the Blob
— once they start growing, they tend to spread out of control and can attack your side of the
room before you know it.

**■ ■ inQ Uie DaianCOi Look for a person who is somewhere between a
continuous chatterer and a complete mute. Someone who knows how to have a real
conversation would be great, but also who knows how to relax.

0« LOOK TOr Uie IOOX« It never hurts to have a roomie with wealthy parents.
It's even better when they buy him or her the mini fridge, carpet, television, DVD player,
I'l.iyt.itmn. et cetera, and sends him or her boxes full of homemade chocolate chip cookie* to
share with "the roommate," who just so happens to be you.

/ • I lim mat irOWn... nnd someone who smiles. Who wants to live with Oscar

If s 12:47 a.m. — you've just finished cramming for tomorrow's lab practical. The pencils
and pens have been returned to your desk
drawer — the books have been placed in their
proper places. You begin to walk over to your
bed, and then your stomach starts to rumble
and quake. It's empty, you're hungry.
This is an emergency situation. Suppose there
is no food in your dorm or apartment cupboards and refrigerator. Pizza Hut closed hours
ago, and the stale bits of potato chips beneath
your bed would, if pushed together with eager
zeal, hardly provide the nutrients needed for a
late-night snack.
Luckily, there is a solution. Harrisonburg offers
a variety of restaurants and late-night holes in
the wall to provide the hungry Harrisonburg
public with a late-night hunger fix.
Chanello's sells large pizzas until 3 a.m. on
weeknights and 4 a.m. on weekend nights
For fans of breakfast at any time of the day,
there is the International House of Pancakes

Still not hitting the spot? Try these otter
late-night alternatives:
W«rtr"i: Drive thru open until 1 a.m.
McOmaMte Sun, M, T, W: Drive thru open
until 11 p.m. Th: 2a.m., F, Sat: 3 a.m.
MkMr/s Rallaa Tone* Pirn: M, T, W, Th: 11 p.m.
F, Sat: 12 a.m., Sun: 10 p.m.
I ExaraaK Every night: 3 a.m.

the Grouch 24 / 7? Crankiness is contagious — but so is cheerfulness. Do both of you a favor,
and pick someone who walks around wearing a grin.

O. Oet Hie time* Kithtr simil.ir interests in music or a set of headphones Is key to
nol losing your mind.

On campus vs. Off campus
Students debate merits of independence, convenience

D. Keep It Private* He or she needs to know when to get a hotel room.

said. Mariano is living in Mountain View apartments this year. "Everyone that you knew lived
on campus."
Sophomore Bradley Kunz lives in an off-campus fraternity house and agrees. 'There's something about living with people you don't know.
You leam to forge friendships with people you
wouldn't ordinarily be friends with."
The other big problems students talked about
in living off campus were parking and how far
away they are from their classes. "I do mis*
being close to my classes," West said. "1 lived
in Hillside dorm my freshman year and I used
to be four minutes from all my classes. It takes
longer to get to class."
The distance from the dining locations also
seemed to be a common problem. "I have a big
meal plan," Kunz said. "It's hard to get here on
the weekends to use my punches."
For those still unsure about where to live next
year. Hood offered this advice to students, "I
recommend living on campus the first two years,
and then moving off for junior and senior year."
This time allows students the perfect blend of
convenience and independence during their time

BY CARA PUOLIBSE

contributing writer
4. WhafS mine iS mine. Make sure he isn't a kleptomaniac. You don't want
one of those people who are either constantly "borrowing" or compulsively stealing your
stun s.ii j K.evin bchater.

3m L(glllS Otlta Try to find a person with a similar internal clock, or M at least someone who is willing to work with and adjust to your schedule, said |enna Rotz.

2. HOOP yOUr distance. Find a good balance. Someone with whom you have
common interests, but who is not a carbon copy of yourself, will make the best match.
AnO NO. X IS ■■■ .ii IOSS Ihc board, students seem to agree that respect and Irust are
crucial. Junior Steven Gaberdiel described the relationship as, "the ability to have a general
understanding when to do something and when not to (e.g. You have to study, and your
roommate gets drunk...not a good situation). You'll find that a sticky situation like that hardly ever works out nicely if there isn't mutual respect
So there you have it: the ideal roommate! Someone who has all of the top 10 qualities
roommate should have in order to live with you. Next stop, dreamland...

Got A
Need
Speed?

As October rolls around, there is an unmistakable feeling of pressure among students. Most
barely have settled into their current rooms when
they are faced with a huge question — where
should I live next year? Freshmen, sophomores,
juniors and seniors have a lot to consider when
choosing between living on and off campus.
"I think there's more independence to
living off-campus that students enjoy," said
junior Nikki Hood, an employee of off-campus
life. "With off-campus housing, there's also more
responsibility, but students balance that out."
Other off-campus students talked about how
much they enjoy the freedom.
"I wanted my own room, my own space,"
said junior Kristen West, a resident of The Mill
apartments.
Despite the privacy of living off campus,
many students find the loss of dorm life one of
the greatest disadvantages. "1 miss seeing a lot
of friends on campus," senior Jennifer Mariano

"

Blazing-Fast
DSL Bundle
includes unlimited local phone service
& hot calling features

$

59

.95

A month with
Academic All-nClusive

1.5Mbs/384K Speed

Free Modem Use
Month-to-month with credit card
No long-term commitments
No activation or disconnect fee
Unlimited Local Phone Service
& Hot Calling Features

Academic

All-fciclusive

Our Academic All-nClusive package includes the flat-out fastest Internet
connection available. Then we toss in local phone service plus your choice
of hot calling features like caller ID and voice mail. You can have it all for
just S59.95 a month. Academic All-nClusive is now available to college
and university students, faculty and staff.

Nfes, you can have it all
Call to sign up today:

Blazing-Fast DSL I<>< al Phi WK9 Service
and Hot Calling Features

1 -800-262-2200
Academic All-nClusive
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Just think....
instead of staring a hole
in the paper,

2,3,4 & 5 Bedrooms Situated in a highly desirable
and convenient location

-alfcoemi gunrd

-A

.bu»*ncetheni»ch
inkhMwMdvdtw
_. frnta m the House.

of thow 10 minus In the Senate
'-term*-'

Z%J

people could be staring
at your ad.

4 Bedrooms Enormous 4 bedroom, 4 bath
units are fully furnished.

...wouldn't that be nice?
Devon Lane Townhomes |

Gingerbread House

3 bedrooms Features three full floors of
spacious living space. Includes
3.5 baths and 2 living rooms

540-568-6127

'Pheasant JRun

2 S 3 Bedrooms Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck. Also
includes pool and tennis courts.

T0WNH0M E S

Free Bus Service,
Washer and Dryer,
Front Door Parking,
Microwave, Dishwasher,
Refrigerator with Ice Maker,
Cable/Phone/Ethernet available

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space,
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer.

3 Bedrooms Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen a wet bar. Across
from JMU Quad.

1.2 a 3 Bedrooms Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street Most
utilities included.

3 Bedrooms Furnished townhouses with 2.5
baths. Three floors with full
kitchen and washer/dryer.

Many homes and townhomes
available for lease throughout
the area.

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space with
a fully equiped kitchen and
washer/dryer.

O^OHTUNfTV

Eat-In Kitchen

On Site Model Located At
321 Pheasant Run Circle
Open Monday - Friday 10am-5pm
Call 801-0660 • www.pheasantrun.net
*

HANK I It
< (IMMI lt< I VI

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS"

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
: info@cbcfunkhouser.com |

(540)434-5150

www.cbcfunkhouser.com
O2003 CdOtuM Banfcar Commaroai Funhnouaar R—oca CoKhra* bar**. Commml m a
feanaad Irartemar* of tha Cod*** Ban*** RM EMM Corpora**! Fat* Ofloa « Mapandanf*/
Owned and OparafM Aw Equal Opportunity EmpMyar Fqual Houamg Opportunay
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Pennies and dimes: a pricing guide for on- and off-campus housing options
jt*.

BY CARA PUOLIESE

Mmi&am;

conrribuling writer
Each year, when Ihe
off-campus pricing guides
come out, it is a common debate — which is
cheaper, living on or off
campus, and which of the
off-campus apartments
or townhouses is the best
value. The following is a
summary of the 2004-'05
rent per person per month
for each student housing
complex, the number of
units in each development
and a breakdown of what
the rent includes.
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WhereJs .the
Main
Copy Center?
Behind BW3s,
in the Medical Arts' lower courtyard.
Main

3f^U

Copy Centers

Medical Arts
Suite 31
X83263

CISAT
HHS Building
Room 1002
X8873I

We accept cash, checks, or flex.
Lamination, Binding, Digital Output from Disk or E-mail, Color copies only 69C
Open Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

MOV

UP TO

AND LEAVE TYPICAL
STUDENT HOUSING BEHIND
4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury apartments
Phenomenal Pool and Spectacular Sunbathing Area
Fantastic Fully Equipped Fitness and Business Centers
Superior State-of-art Clubhouse
Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and Foosball Tables
Conveniently Close to Campus

540-442-4800
www.sunchase.net
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Looking For Off-Campus Housing?

a World of Good
Thrift Shop

\

LIVING

On A Budget?

Where every purchase
is a gift to the world.

Great clothes, housewares,
furniture and more!
Constantly changing stock,
come check us out!

PONT K LEFT OUT IN THECOLP...

NOW TAKING RESERVATIONS FOR THE
2005-2006 SCHOOL YEAR!
The Commons
Im

NIIIIIIIIII

South View

Stone Gate

in m

www.thecommonsapartments.com
438-3835

Office Hours
Monday - Friday
8:30 - 5:30

1068 N Lois Lane
432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

www.southvlewapirtments.com
432-0600

www.stonegateapartments net
442-4496

WORLD & NATION
THE BREEZE

I www.thebreeze.org
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Jeanne comes ashore with 120-mph winds

Belgian baby born after
ovarian tissue transplant

BY DEBORAH HASTINOS

Associated Press

BRUSSELS, Belgium"It's a dream," proclaimed
the beaming 32-year-old
new mother Friday as she
cuddled her day-old baby
girl born following a pioneering ovarian tissue
transplant performed after
the woman was made infertile by chemotherapy.
Doctors hailed
the
breakthrough procedure,
saying it sent a positive
message to cancer patients
who have lost their fertility and could one day allow
women to delay motherhood beyond menopause.
Dr. Jacques Donnez,
head of the Department
of
Gynecology
and
Andrology at the hospital,
led the procedure.
"It is a big message of
hope for all women with
cancer who have to have
chemotherapy," he said of
the procedure, in which doctors cut out Touiraf s ovarian
tissue before she had chemotherapy, then froze it in
liquid nitrogen.

VS. Navy prepares to
deploy ships off N. Korea
ABOARD THE USS
CORONADO - In the first
step toward erecting a multibillion-dollar shield to protect the United States from
foreign missiles, the U.S.
Navy will begin deploying
state-of-the-art destroyers' to
patrol the waters off North
Korea as early as next week.
The mission, to be conducted in the Sea of Japan by
ships assigned to the Navy's
7th fleet, will help lay the foundation for a system to detect
and intercept ballistic missiles
launched by "rogue nations."
Judge strikes law banning
bootleg musk recordings
NEW YORK - A federal
judge Friday struck down
a 1994 law banning the sale
of bootleg recordings of
live music, ruling the law
unfairly grants "seemingly
perpetual protection" to the
original performances.
District
Judge
Harold Baer Jr. dismissed a
federal indictment of Jean
Martignon, who runs a
Manhattan mail-order and
Internet business that sells
bootleg recordings.
Baer found the bootleg law was written by
Congress in the spirit of
copyright law, which protects writing for a period of
time — typically for the life
of the artist and 70 years
after the artist's death.
But the judge said the
bootleg law, which was
passed "primarily to cloak
artists with copyright protection," could not stand
because it places no time
limit on the ban

IISVI-MARIIS -U-

A boatowner walks through the storm as a houseboat lies partially submerged as winds
and waves from Jeanne continue to batter a yacht basin In Tltusvllle, Fla.

Yale conference examines
life, work of Michael Jackson
BY DIANE SCARPONI

Associated Press
Michael Jackson, frequently savaged in the tabloid press, was picked apart
by more ratified critics this
week as scholars gathered
for a conference on the pop
star at Yale University.
Eighteen scholars from US.
universities discussed sexual,
racial and artistic aspects of
Jackson's life and music in the
first recorded academic meeting to study him.
Jackson "in many ways Ls
the black male crossover artist
of the 20th century," said Seth
Clark Silberman who teaches
about race and gender at Yale.
"He has grown up in front of
us. so [ the public has] a great investment in him, even though
some people today may find
his image disturbing."
Other universities have
hosted conferences about
Madonna and other pop

stars, Silberman said.
The two-day conference
avoided details of the child
molestation case against
Jackson in California, but it
did look at how the media
'has reported on the case.
Jackson pleaded not guilty
in April to child molestation
and conspiracy charges. His
trial is scheduled for Jan. 31.
Still, panelists discussed
how pedophilia allegations
have fed into false stereotypes about gays. Although
Jackson married twice and
h.is i hildren, he has long
battled rumors that he is gay,
said Silberman, who is writing a book about Jackson.
Since his days as a child
star, Jackson has made his image increasingly strange and
contrary to sexual and racial
expectations, Silberman said.
Panelists discussed Jackson's
plastic surgery and his skin
see JACKSON, page 17

Hurricane Jeanne tore off
part of a hospital's roof, sent
huge waves crashing into buildings and knocked out power
to nearly a million utility customers as its 120-mph winds
made a precision battering on
an area of storm-weary Florida
still struggling to recover from
the fury of Hurricane Frances
three weeks earlier.
About 2 million people were
urged to evacuate low-lying areas of Florida's Atlantic coast
as Jeanne strengthened to a
Category 3 storm before it began pounding the state. Many
residents were sent scrambling
early Saturday to board up their
homes and stock up on supplies
as the storm took a more southerly track that hastened its arrival. Thousands again were
forced into shelters.
The center of Jeanne's eye
came ashore just before midnight near the southern tip of
Hutchinson Island about five
miles southeast of Stuart on the
state's central Atlantic coast.
The storm was expected to turn
to the north, which could put it
on track to trample through the
Orlando tourist hotspot and a
region that is the state's agricultural breadbasket. Both have
suffered punches this year from
other hurricanes.
Jeanne is the fourth hurricane to ravage Florida in just
over six weeks. The only other
state known to be hit by four
hurricanes in one year was Texas 118 years ago, and landfall

almost was in the exact spot
where Frances came ashore
during the Labor Day weekend
— an uncanny coincidence that
hurricane forecasters say never
has happened before.
"God, I hope if s ovei" Jaye Bell
said early Sunday. The bartender
from Jensen Beach rode out the
storm at a Ramada Inn in Stuart
As the storm bulled through
Stuart late Saturday night, it
peeled a major section of the roof
off of Martin Memorial Hospital
North, said Tom McNicholas,
an emergency management
spokesman in Martin County.
No injuries were reported, but
dozens of patients were moved
to other floors as water soaked
the inside of the building.
Several people were rescued during the relative calm
of Jeanne's eye from about five
damaged houses in Fort Pierce
and Port St. Lucie, St. Lucie
County sheriff's Capt. Nate
Spera said Sunday. No one was
injured, but the residents "didn't
think they were going to make it
through the storm," he said.
Also in Stuart, one person
was rescued after part of the
roof on a building at the Circle
Bay condominium complex collapsed, Martin County officials
said. No one was injured.
Jeanne pushed waves of up
to 24 feet off the coastline Storm
surge of 4 to 7 feet was expected
and officials warned about the
possibility of tornadoes. Sections
of coastal highways were flooded or covered with branches.
Lightning the color of phosphosa JEANNE, pagi 17

U.S. commander says 2,000 insurgents
threatening Afghan election; 9 dead
BY STEPHEN GRAHAM

Associated Press

age of millions of Afghans"
who have registered to vote,
said Bamo, the top American
commander in Afghanistan.
Taliban rebels threatening
to disrupt the Oct. 9 election
already have begun to appear
stepped up their campaign.

U.S.-led forces trying to
protect landmark Afghan
elections face a rising wave
of violence from about 2,000
insurgents, including al-Qaida militants slipping in from
Pakistan, an American general said Saturday.
-4.
In the latest bloodshed,
We must stand firm
Afghan police said suspected
Taliban gunmen killed nine
and not allow a tiny
militia soldiers in two attacks
on checkpoints in a troubled minority of terrorists to
southern province.
negate the hard work.
Two weeks before the
presidential ballot, Lt. Gen.
- David Birno
David Bamo said violence
Lieutenant General
would "more than likely" increase, and urged NATO forces and the United Nations to
steel themselves.
Militants killed
three
"We must stand firm and American soldiers last week,
not allow a tiny minority of and U.S.-backed interim leadterrorists to negate the hard er Hamid Karzai escaped a
work, commitment and cour- rocket attack on his helicopter

95-

earlier this month.
The nine soldiers reportedly died when gunmen riding two sport-utility vehicles
fired on two checkpoints in
Helmand province, killing six
soldiers at the first and three
more at the second.
Deputy police chief Haji
Amanullah Khan blamed Taliban for the attack, but provided few details.
The province and its security forces are racked by constant factional feuds.
Kabul also is on edge after an apparent suicide carbombing last month killed
about 10 people — including
three Americans — at the office of the United States company helping train the new
Afghan police force.
Almost three years after
the fall of the Taliban, the general acknowledged his 18,000strong force still faced a "significant counterinsurgency."

Moyer's Unfinished furniture

Korean
Work piling up?

_ Dane,
Company

Get organized!
Mnnv models of solid
wood desks available.

Wednesday,

Septefrhber 29, 2004
Wilson Hall

7:30pm

*r-*
International Weak la sponsored by

mi f
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V*9swoa»fs tS Understanding

Two Weeks
Saturday, Sepfl^
Saturday, Oct. 2
International Photo Cot
Submit your best photos (from oi
side the U.S.) to CMISS (Warren'
no later than 12:00 p.m. Sept.
You may submit a maximum ot 3
photos, no larger than 4x6, in eilh
color or black and white (no digits
photos accepted) and may choose!
from the following categories: arir
techture, landscape, or people. \
ning entries will be exhibited at tp
Carrier Library. Returned photos eVi
be picked up at CMISS
Visit the
International Week website for
further information.
www.jmu.edu/international.iweek

Book Donation Project
Drop-off sites:
Cleveland Hall, Warren Hall
A campus-wide book donation drive to
support the Library Development
Fund of BINatlonal Fulbrlght
Commission in Cairo, Egypt is
taking place throughout International
Week. Bring your "books, periodicals, and teaching tools." (especially
in the areas ol social sciences,
business, management and education) to drop-off points and support a
worthy causs.

Saturday, 9/25
12:00p.m. - 6:00p.m.

International Festival
@ Hillandato Park
Come to the park to enjoy all the
cultures of the Shenandoah Valley:
arts, crafts, music, dancing, food and
more for ALL ages! Free shuttle from
Godwin bus stop.

Monday. 9/27
12:00p.m. - 1:00p.m.

International Flag Parade

Tuesday^!
12:00pm
Xmalia Ha^

on Kojean Danes Compsny
that aims
ditlonal
/Stales.

J)ancr, I',, f„ rmance
"*~nons
""enjoy the dance
■rmance.
).m.-4:00p.m.

tatterClatt for GeWfal
Public-Middle EatteJn Danc'*g

day,

9 Taylor 404
Would you make a good Middle Eastern dancer? Come and find out!

9:00a.m.-10:00a.m.

3:00p.m.-4:00p.m.

USB 218
Delo Blough, Director of International
Student and Scholar Services, will
provide a workshop to outline guidelines for the legal recruitment, hiring
and continued employment of international workers.

Creating and Managing
Study Abroad Programs
(for faculty)
9 Taylor 402
Workshop by Jackie Ciccone (rsvp
atttendance • cicconjb9jmu.edu)
Come and learn about being a FMIR
(faculty member in residence) and
short term Study Abroad opportunities.
4:00p.m.-5:00p.m.

Korean Language 101
'<t Taylor 305
6 30p.m.-8:00p.m.

International Extravaganta
Pe rfo rmance
Kunsun Ensemble t Amelia Habibi,
Middle Eastern Dancer
• Transitions (Warren Hall)
Come and enjoy the dance
performance, .and enjoy a catered
buffet! ($12.00 per person; $6.00 for
students) Last year's event sold out
in advance so buy your tickets esrlyl
To purchass tickets stop by CMISS
(Warren 245), or by email at
multicultural9jmu.edu for inquiries.

Wednesday, 9/29
11:00a.m.-4:00p.m

"Hiring International Faculty

and Staff"

11:00a.m.-3:00p.m.

Study Abroad Fair
• Transitions (Warren Hall)
Find out how you can study abroad
anywhere in the world, as wall as how
to intsrn, trsvel, work and volunteer
abroadl
4:00p.m. -5:00p.m.

Dutch Language 101
• Taylor 305

Romanian Language 101
9Taylor 402
7:30p.m..

Ambattador Walker
• Wilson Hall
Ambassador Edward S. Walker is the
President and CEO of the Middle East
Institute, a highly regarded
Washington-based 'think tank" on
Middls East policy. Bsfore assuming
his current role In 2001, Ambassador
Walker worked with Colin Powell and
Madeline Albright. As the former U.S.
ambassador to Egypt and Israel, Mr.
Wslksr hss consistsntly urged for
restraint on both sides of ths IsraeliPalestinian conflict and advocated lor
a return to the peace negotiations.

©Commons
This special occasion marks the
official opening of this year's Seventh Annual International Week and
will be inspired by Or. Daniel
Wubah's words and by dancing Chinese Lions. This very colorful and
symbolic parade highlights JMU's
diverse national and international
community.

• Commons and Warrsn Pstio
(Rain site: Transitions- Wsrren Hsll)
Come stroll through vendors' stalls
from around the world and enjoy live
performances. Student organization
booths will also be available. Come
prepared to shop!

10:00p.m. • 4:00p.m.

Short Term Study Programs

Explore the World

• nTelos Room (CISAT)
Presented by Dr. Mary Kimsey
CISAT International will host a panel
presentation at which Or. Lee Sternberger and Ms. Jackie Ciccone of OIP
will discuss procedure and budget
details for creating a study abroad
program
CISAT faculty will also bs
present to discuss their experiences
with study abroad. For further info
contact Mary Kimsey
(kimseymb9jmu.edu)

7:00p.m.

5:00p.m.

Blue Ridge Irish Music School
Performance

International Bazaar

12:00p.m. -1:30p.m.

9UREC Atrium
If you think you know what our world
looks like, think again. Come
explore it both inside and outside!
3:00p.m. - 4:00p.m.

Hebrew 101
• Taylor 305
5:00p.m

Panel on Women's Rights
• Tsylor 402
Are women's issues the same around
the world? Distinguished women
faculty will share their experiences.
Audience participation Is appreciated.
7:00pm

- 9:00p.m.

Peace Corps Presentation
OSonner Hall
Want to join the Peace Corps? Here
is your chance lo learn more about
this organization and ths opportunities that it offsrs.

"America Through Our Eyes"
• Taylor 404
International students and faculty
will share their perspectives of living
in the USA. Audience participation is
more than appreciatsd.

Friday, 10/1
12:00p.m.

Blue Ridge Irish Company Performance
• Commons
The Blue Ridge Irish Music School
(BRIMS) is a nonprofit organization
dedicated to teaching the living art of
Irish traditional music. Come enjoy
their performencs and learn their
dancel
4:00p.m.-5:00p.m.

Chinese Lan guage 101

• Taylor 305

• Grand Ballroom
Enjoy the evening with the Blue Ridge
Irish Music School (BRIMS) who will
provids musical and dance performance
entertainment for the evening, as well
as dsnes instruction. Come kick up
your heels with usl

6:00p.m.

"International Food Fight*
• Transitions (Warren Hall)
Prepare an internationally acclaimed
dish. A psnel of judges will have the
tough choice of ranking snd swsrdlng
the best three dishes. Psrticipants
will also be able to taste the dishes
for a small fee!

w

Saturday, 10/2 Sunday, 10/3
9:00a.m -3:00p.m.

Soccer World Cup Tournament
• UREC Turf Fisld
Join a soccer team and represent you
heritage or country in the Fifth Annual
JMU World Cup. Advance registration
is required snd may bs made at CMISS
(Warrsn 245).

I
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JEANNE: Fourth storm pummels Florida
JEANNE, from pagt 13
-rus green lit up the sky.
Waves of rain were as thick as
a sandstorm. Debris flew and
crashed, making a steady roaring sound like the shaking of
corrugated steel.
"1 really can't believe ifs
happening all over again — and
right in the same place," said
Charity Brown, a West Palm
Beach resident who was taking
shelter Saturday morning at a
school with her children, ages 5
and 3. The family moved from
Chicago three months ago.
They hid in a closet as Frances
tore the roof off their apartment.
That hole now is covered by a
tarp. "I'm going to get out of
[Florida); Ifs scary, ifs crazy."
Cm Hutchinson Island,
angry swells licked pieces of
mobile homes out to sea. At
one of the causeway bridges
Sl'SANA RAAfl/AP leading to the barrier island,
Penny Scheltt clean out atom drain* during flooding.
a sailboat bashed against the
In North Palm Beach, Fla. In the aftermath of Jeanne.
seawall and began to sink.

INTERNATIONAL PHOTO
CONTEST!!!!!
Open to JMU
students,
faculty and
staff!
Share your overseas photos for a
chance Co win!

Con t«e rules:
• Photos cannot be larger dun */"a6"
• Photo* can be buckAvhlM or color
• Photo* must have been taken bi a country other Chan UJ.
• No more than 3 ewulaa par parson
• BiKriea must bo received by Wad. 9/22 In the CMBS
Offlco by noon (Warm 245). All oncrias sbould ham
your name, country and an email address on Che back off
photo. Sorry no digital phosos.

Winning entries will be dhpsayad In Carrier Library
during ] MU *. annual kisamaslonal Week and the week
following. (September 2»- through October I J»)l!

Within minutes, all that remained above water was less
than a loot of its yellow mast.
Emergency management officials were waiting until daylight after the storm cleared
before assessing damage and
beginning efforts to look for
any victims. Three earlier hurricanes this season — Charley,
Frances and Ivan — caused billions of dollars in damage and
killed al least 70 people.
Gov Jeb Bush said Saturday
he expects his brother, President
Bush, to again declare parts
of Florida a disaster area. He
said the long-term effects from
all the storms "is not a pretty
picture." Tourism, agriculture,
housing — all major sectors of
the economy will be affected.
"Ifs incredible," the governor said as he met with the state's
emergency preparedness officials. But he begged Floridians
not to let their storm fatigue get
the best of them, "even though

we're weary and even though
this is a painful process."
At 2 a.m. EDT Sunday,
Jeanne was centered about 15
miles west-northwest of Stuart
and about 25 miles south-southwest of Vero Beach.
The hurricane was moving
west and slightly to the north
at 13 mph, slightly slower than
earlier Saturday evening. Top
sustained winds were 120 mph
up from 100 late Friday.
Jeanne'was expected to rum
north over central Florida and
stay inland over Georgia and
the Carolinas through Tuesday.
Rainfall totals of 5 to 10 inches were expected in the storm's
path, and flooding could be a
major concern because previous hurricanes already have
saturated the ground and filled
canals, rivers and lakes.
The storm earlier killed
more than 1,500 people in
Haiti and wracked the Bahamas on Saturday.

JACKSON, from page 13
tone change from dark to light
(which Jackson says is due to a
condition called violigo.)
Todd Gray, Jackson's personal
photographer for four years, described how Jackson asked him to
retouch photos to make him appear lighter-skinned.
Record executives wanted Jackson to appear masculine in photos,
while Jackson preferred pictures
of himself kissing animals or hugging the Mickey Mouse mascot at
Disneyland, Gray said.
Jackson often explores racial issues in his music noted another
panelist. Nora Morrison, a graduate
student from Harvard University.
"He's contributed to the national
discussion of race and gender, and
thai is an invaluable topic for aD of us
to discuss," said Megan Bums, who is
pursing a master's degree in fine arts.

Leonard W. Aamodt, MD, F ACOG
Evan V. Forsnes, MD, F ACOG
Martha A. Jones, CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L Schminkey, CNM, MPH
Ann M. Schaef fer, CNM, MED

S/U»*U
ftcecseional Care wkk s Personal To»ch

Annual Gyn Exam
Birth Control
Colposcopy
Breast Exams

JACKSON:
Class studies pop
singer, his music

Insurance and
Major Credit
Cards Accepted

119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonburj, VA 22801-3753
Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net

International Week presents:

Haven't you ever wished you
were multi/bilingual?
HEBREW 101

Cash prises..-cash prizes...cash prises...cash prizes..-cash prizes...

Monday, September 27th

International Week presents:

Tuesday
September 28

@3-4 P.M. In Taylor 305

KOREAN 101

Transitions
(Warren Hall)

Tuesday, September 28th

6:30-8:30pm

ROMANIAN 101

Catered Buffet &
Performances
Dance Performance by:
Kunsun Ensemble &
Middle Eastern Dancer

@4-5 P.M. In Taylor 305

Thursday, September 30th
@4-5 P.M. In Taylor 402

DUTCH 101
Thursday, September 30th
@4-5 P.M. in Taylor 305

CHINESE 101
Friday, October 1
@4-5 P.M. in Taylor 305

$12.00 per person
$6.00 per student

Learn from your peers!
Last year's event sold out
in advance so buy your
tickets early! To purchase
meal tickets stop by

ChKLSS barren 245).

^M*J

One way of exploring and understanding the
world is by knowing other languages than
one's own native language. Take advantage
of this great and fun opportunity!
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I,F.TTRRS TO THE EDITOR
Russia progressing, not regressing
Staff salaries explained

In reality, 'Redskins' uncontroversial
A new rumor floating around says
JMU may change its mascot's name,
"Duke," because a lew middle-class students are offended that they are represented by royalty.
Just kidding.
But some folks are making similar
claims toward the Washington Redskins,
saying that the name is offensive. The
term "redskin" is seen as derogatory
toward American Indians and, therefore, the franchise should alter its name
— which has seen nearly 80 years of football — to be politically correct.
If every controversial name in the
sports world was changed to meet the
standards of P.C.-obsessed individuals, the Atlanta Braves could be the
Atlanta Pride, the Kansas City Chiefs
could be the Kansas City Joyfuls and
the Chicago Blackhawks could be the
(.hicago Cheer.
Admittedly, the term "redskin" carries a more racial overtone, but in the
r>ublic eye and according to most American Indians, it does not strike them as being "offensive."
That's right, even American Indians
— the peoples whom the Washington
Redskins essentially are named after
— don't mind the NFL team's identity.
A poll released three days ago by the
University of Pennsylvania's National
Annenberg Election Survey found that

90 percent of American Indians don't
find the name "offensive," according to
the Associated Press. Annenberg spent
the past year polling 768 American Indians in the lower 48 states.
Then again, the poll may come out differently after this football season, seeing as
how many people have high hopes for Joe
Gibbs and his coaching leadership. Nobody
wants a losing team named after them.
It is silly to take "redskin" out of context and make a big fuss out of something
that isn't as important as the team itself.
Even California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger has more sense than that. Last
week, he vetoed a bill that would have
banned California schools from using
"Redskins" in their team names.
Savvy politicians will find just
about anything to fight for or against
— that's the nature of the business.
Looking back at the naming of the
Washington Redskins, the name was in
fact meant to praise the American Indian
— in history's case, to honor head coach
William "Lone Star" Deitz back in 1932.
Why change a name when it comprises
such an honorable and positive connotation? Again, think of the context.
A team's name is part tradition, part
identity and part heritage. It is unfair to not
only the players, but the society in which it
represents, to alter that name for the sake
of a few overzealous individuals.

OFF THE WIRE

Ketchup questions smear campaign
Ketchup has generally
been considered one of the
more nonpartisan condiments. It's gooey, it comes in a
rainbow of colors and it tastes
good on just about anything,
especially French — yes,
French — fries.
But New York assemblyman (ames Tedisco, R-Schenectady, has badmouthed
the condiment that has made
Pittsburgh so tasty for the
past 135 years, saying that
he would boycott ketchup
— Heinz ketchup, to be specific. He added that eating
Heinz-brand ketchup is tacitly voting for John Kerry,
because of Kerry's wife, Teresa Heinz Kerry.
Most would agree that actually voting for Kerry would
be a better way to show support for Kerry and that eating
Heinz is tantamount to dressing up a hot dog. Deeper than
that, though, is the kind of bizarre, grasping-at-straws tactics that Tedisco resorted to

in order to get people to vote
his way After all, no Democratic representatives have
proposed boycotting the letter 'w' or avoiding taking
headache medicine — since
George W. Bush has ties to
many large pharmaceutical companies — in order to
show support for Kerry.
Moreover, Heinz Kerry
married into the family
— she married Sen. John
Heinz, a Republican from
Pennsylvania, in 1966; he
died in a plane crash in
1991, and she married Kerry
in 1995. Heinz Kerry, and
the foundations and trusts
that she chairs, do not hold
a significant share of ownership in the Heinz Corp.,
according to the Associated
Press. So the company is officially nonpartisan.
Also, Heinz makes a panoply of products, including
Weight Watchers meals and
baby food. Does the good assemblyman really want to

criticize dieters and babies,
and tell them not to eat, for the
good of their country? Somehow, we think not.
Perhaps more importantly, New York isn't a swing
state; Pennsylvania is. Pissing
off key voters by criticizing a
food company synonymous
with Pittsburgh is not the
way to get people living here
to vote for Bush.
Finally, this move, along
with the company marketing W Ketchup — America's
ketchup, the Web site brags
— is a repeat of the "freedom fries" incident. And that
wasn't exactly our country's
proudest moment.
Eating Heinz ketchup
is not a political statement
— it's a statement that sometimes food tastes better when
it has ketchup on it And
that's a statement all Americans can support.
This staff editorial originally
appeared in the University of

Pittsburgh's The Pitt News.

We commend Dr. Brown's efforts to
raise below-average faculty salaries. However, The Breeze listing in the Sept. 7 house
editorial of the average salary for JMU's
full-time professors as $92,400 obscures
more than it reveals.
Faculty enter JMU in one of the following categories, listed in order of rank,
pay and security and from lowest to highest on all three fronts: Part-time or adjunct
faculty (pay can be as little as $1,850 per
course), one-year full time faculty, renewable-term appointment (not tenure track
but full time), tenure-track assistant professor (full time), associate professor (full
time) and full professor (full time). Most
associate and full professors are tenured,
meaning reasonable job security. A>M-tant professors typically are newly minted
Ph.D.s heading toward tenure. Those in
administration have different pay scales
and job descriptions.
Salaries can vary wildly within and
across departments. Tenure-track assistant
professors in social sciences and humanities now have annual starting salaries of
$40,000 to $42,000 pre-tax — we also have
health/medical and life insurance benefits
at pretty good rates. Some new faculty
have starting salaries higher than their colleagues within the same department and
who have been at |MU for four or five
years. Meanwhile, in the College of Business, the average starting salary for an assistant professor is around $75,000, which
some full professors — with 15 years or
more at JMU — in social sciences and humanities do not make. There are multiple
arguments given for these inequalities, and
we encourage JMU citizens to investigate
and evaluate them.
You can access faculty and staff salaries
through The Breeze Web site.
Tim Carter, Jennifer Coffman, Beth Eck,
Clarence Geier, Nikitah Imani, Fletcher
Linder, Steve Poulson, Christine Robinson,
Joe Rumbo, Joe Spear. James Steele Damian White. Liam Buckley
professors of sociology and anthropology
Tom A Japan, Andrew Cohen, Dan Flage,
Bill CMeara
professors of philosophy and religion
Shah I l.miti. Kevin Hardwick
professors of history

JMU police train to protect students
The house editorial in the Sept. 20 issue of
The Breeze was way off base in criticizing the
JMU and Harrisonburg Police departments
for engaging in WMD awareness training. The
Breeze stated that there are no targets for terrorists in Harrisonburg. Did the editor miss
JMU? School No. 1 in Beslan, Russia, proved
that terrorists are not below attacking students. In fact, what better way to send a message to a nation than to terrorize its children
— its future? Unlike in the 1950s, the United
States actually was assaulted by terrorists in
2001. Now, we aren't cowering in wait of the
next "imminent" attack — we're making sure
that we won't be thrown into the same chaos
immediately following Sept. 11, 2001.
If a nuclear bomb goes off at JMU, there
isn't much a police officer will be able to do to
stop the chemical aftermath. But in the event
of a crisis, people need direction. The WMD
program gives us that in case something happens. That is the benefit of this program, not
the fact that it is free.
There is "us" and there is "tliem," "us,"
the students of JMU, and "them," the terrorists who wouldn't blink at putting JMU on
the map for all of the wrong reasons. That's
not hype, that's post-Sept. 11 reality. 1 feel
a lot better knowing the decisions concerning my safety as a student at JMU are in the
hands of the Harrisonburg Police Department and not of The Breeze.

Contributing writer Patrick Callahan takes
a bold stance by asserting th.it tin tragic vaolence that has plagued Russia in recent weeks
is evidence enough that the nation ifl headed
back to its days of communism in the Sept. 20
edition of The Brerzt. Callahan erroneously
states, "The current Russian government really isn't that far from what it used to be under
the communists." Not only has Russia come
a long way in the last 13 years from the authoritative communist regime it used to be to
a free-market federation, but those big things
called nuclear warheads no longer are aimed
at our country.
Having spent nearly an entire century under communist rule, Russia has made great
strides from the state it was in at the end of
the Cold War to the leading role it has taken
in world affairs now. People who are quick to
chastise Russia for its slow UIU^USS, or Iraq
for not being a perfect place overnight, obviously have not been schooled in American
history or they would know the difficulties a
nation must endure to establish Itself
To suggest that we as a government onlv
support Russia because of its role in the war
on terrorism shames the live-, of those who
work endless hours in both Russia and the
United States to prevent such horrible events
like the Beslan incident from ever happening again. Because of their efforts, events like
Beslan don't occur daily.
Craig iinkelsti'in
sophomore, pre-internationat affairs
major

Strike receivers need perspective
After reading Tim Rose's article in the
Sept 13 issue of The Breeze. 1 almost was
embarrassed to be a JMU alumna I am disgusted by Rose's allegation that the consequences of the three strike policy are "horrific" and "heart-wrenching
A college education is a privilege thai
should not be taken for granted. Many college
students and alumni (including myself) are so
spoiled that we do not realize how fortunate
we are to be given this pssdoos opportunity.
A majority of the world's population does not
have such good fortune. If a student does not
appreciate these opportunities, he do« not
deserve the privilege of a college education
I have no sympathy for someone who was
"forced" to leave school because he couldn't
resist the urge to drink himself sillyPerhaps Rose and other JMl students
should step out of their cozy little bubbles ii
they truly believe that the consequences ot the
three strike policy are "horrific'' and "In-artwrenching." Do you want to know wha I
rific? Genocide in the Darfur region ot Sudan
is horrific. Sweatshops are horrific Trafficking
women and children for sexual slavery is horrific. Poverty and socioeconomic inequality
are horrific. Rape is horrific. Being "forced"
to leave school for drinking pales in lomparison. There are much more critical issues in the
world than a college student's right to party.

\admeWu
JMU alumna
'Debate' arguments unsupported
Considering that The Bnr^ is a nationally
recognized student paper, I must sty (hat the
reasoning employed to critui/e t Its m the
"Up for Debate" section in last Thursday's
edition did not serve the paper well. V\ I
the support for the claims made in the piece?
Where is the evidence that CBS knew before
the "60 Minutes" broadcast that the documents concerning Bush's National C.uard service were phony? What proof is there that CBS
was trying to deflect attention from Kerry's
service record? Is there any evidence of "liberal bias at CBS" beyond the statement that
"whole books have been written on the topic?" What do those books say? What do "Bill
Clinton's sexual exploits" have to do with the
issue? I realize that this was an opinion piece,
but a newspaper — even a student ns
per — needs to understand that unsupported
opinions are of little value >

Deborah Schoelwer
junior, studio art major

Kenneth R. Wright
writing program professor

Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published in The Breeze are welcome and encouraged Letters
should be no longer than 250 word* and can be e-mailed to breezeopinion<f9h<ytm,vl< Oftl or mailed to
MSC 6605 (,1 Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807
The house editorial reflects the opinion ofthe editorial board as avthole. snd H not necessarily the opinion of any
•f}divKfuil tuff member of The Br»e«
Editorial Board:
Alison Fargo, editor in chief
Kelly lasper. managing editor
Ale* Skney, opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff, or fames Madison University.
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Nude video game characters reveal more than pixels
ALEX SIRNEY

senior writer
The October Issue of
Playboy magazine already is
attracting attention on campus because of its "Girls of
the ACC" feature, but another section of the magazine raises more of a debate
than "Is this girl in my psychology class?"
This month's "Gaming
Grows Up" feature showcases four adult female video game characters rendered
in a splendor previously
reserved for the privacy of
their designer's drawing
boards. Playboy has given
them the full treatment complete with interviews and
full-page nude graphics.
At first glance, the choice
to run a model-free feature
should come as no surprise
in an age dominated by
digital animation in movies, television shows and, of
course, video games. It was
only a matter of time before
someone took advantage of
millions of gamers' desires
to interact with the game
characters beyond the constraints of the consol.
However, the deeper
concerns of this feature become apparent when one
examines what Playboy truly
is. Playboy always has been
a way for men — the magazine would say gentlemen
— to enjoy the sight of at-

tractive women. The morals
of pornography and erotica
aside, since 1953, live models have graced Playboy's
pages with their bodies and
their stories. The "Gaming
Grows Up" feature removes
the women from the magazine, sending the message
that women really are just
sex objects designed for the
pleasure and entertainment
of men. Personalities are irrelevant - they can be made
up as the author pleases.
This concept also sends
women another message —
no matter how beautiful they
are, they can never match the
fantasies of men. This in and
of itself is not an unfamiliar
credo — the pressures women, especially teenagers, feel
from the fashion and entertainment industry are welldocumented. Playboy has
taken this one step further,
though — no matter what
surgery its models had, they
still were real. It is utterly impossible for a healthy woman
to look like the sex idols an
artist can produce, and so the
message is that a woman never can live up to the expectations men put on her.
While Playboy has brought
the issue home, the unreasonable expectations both genders place on each other have
been well-acknowledged in
recent popular culture. While
men never will find the perfect looking woman, it seems

women will never find a perfect lover. Television shows,
such as HBCs "Sex and the
City" contain segments that
reveal the characters' inability at times to find lovers who
can sexually satisfy them.
These aspects of media
play off some of the greatest stereotypical gender fears
— women's concern over
their looks and men's fears of
sexual inadequacy. Acknowledging these fears — even
exploiting them for entertainment purposes — is not necessarily condemnable. What
is condemnable is the cultural
trend that says we never can
be truly happy in a relationship or the trend that says

members of the opposite sex
only serve one role — sexual
pleasure — and they are inadequate at fulfilling this
role. A perfect picture or toy
may provide satisfaction for
a time, but perfection is an
absolute and, as such, cannot
admit variation. While both
genders certainly should
seek out that which satisfies them, it is the imperfections in a lover that make a
relationship interesting and
ultimately worthwhile. It is
irresponsible of Playboy and
media in general to suggest
otherwise.
Alex Sirney is a sophomore
SMAD/anthropology major.
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A great big "how-can-Iever-repay-you" pal to my
amazing friend who spent
her entire free afternoon
in a doctor's office waiting
room while I got tested for
strep throat.
From a senior ojrl wlio was
so thankful to luiv you there and
wants you to know how mmh
s\v appreciates friends like you.

A "who-do-you-thinkyou-are" dart to the girl in
Festival on Thursday night
who flung ice cream all
over my butt and thought
it would be more funny to
giggle and run away than to
apologize or offer a napkin.
From a freshman girl who,
upon the next ice cream fling,
will make you eat the ice cream
off her bull.

A
"way-to-take-on-theMountaineers" pat to all the
students who weren't afraid
to wear their purple and rally
behind our football team.
Prom four serum girl* uho
pul llieir lives on the line to show
how much they low this school.

I ^^M
| ^d V

A "was-that-really-necMMiy" dart to the "Abe
Lincolns" who climbed onto
our third-story balcony and
emancipated Turkeysub,
our pet mou
From an apartment of
heavy-hearted students who
tried to provide only the best
life for our mighty Wtouu

A "just-drive.ncr-tliespeed-bumps" dart to the
person driving the jeep
who almost broadsided
me in my car in the parking deck when I innocently
w.is trying to park my car
early one morning.
From a junior girl who
didn't appreciate her lift flashing before her eyes when you
decided to drive through the
parking spots

A "way-to-be-cheerful"
pat to the ladies who swipe
our ]AC cards at D-hall
with a smile on their faces
L'MTV day.
From a girl who wpnci'
ales starting her meals off
with a smile.

Guess who's coming to JMU: (a), (b), or (c)?
TRICK QUESTION!! ITS ALL OFJHE ABOVE!!!
lie animal planers
WnWaaHUl
\f October 6,2004^ 8:00 PM
Tickets on sale starting Sept. 27 $2 w7 JAC, $3 w/o and at door

spsared te SG4 Class Cornell, OUR aal # Smsx

http://upb.jmu.edu
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America Through Our Eyes:

Date: Wednesday,
September^
Location: Taylor 404
Time: 5:00 p.m.

Living in the USA
International Week presents:

R. RT Computer Systems
i

o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs
Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
540-442-7335
Mon-Fri 9-6 . Sat 10-5

In Kroger Shopping Center
Beside Plan 9 Music

refer*,men, women,cleats, soccer ball, GOAL,field, referee, men, women, cleats, soccer ball, GOAL, field, referee, men, women, cleats, soccer ball, GOAL,

Become involved in JMU's
r*\
Fifth Soccer World Cup Tournament ^
Join a soccer team and represent your heritage or
country. Sign up at CMISS Warren 245 by
Monday, September 27th, 5 p.m.

-f

3iuo/v\ 'uauj ■aaidjdi 'ppy, "i yog '||eq jajpos 'sjeap 'uamo/w 'uatu 'aajajaj 'p|ay 'nvOD 'll^q J3330S 'sjeap 'uawo/v\ 'uaiu 'aajajaj 'ppy. 'IVOD '||cq JBDDOS 'sje n

I nternational Week
presents:

S°9)

OPEN
HOUSE

,
l-3pm^
@ ~
Ashby Hall

International
Food Fight
6pm 9 Transitions
Make yxnr fia\crite riifti while
ejqperiencing ajltures t±iraugh
cuisine. DiftPB cf all cultures
and mri CTR"1 i ties are walenred. Prizes (including
GASH prrizes) will be awarded!

*

Find out about Ashby Hall
and enjoy wonderful treats.
U.S. + Internationals = Exchange of Culture

www.jmu.edu/international/iwcek

Coming in Concert
ith special guest
Michael Tokher

Oct. 26
Wilson Hall
8 pm, Doors open at 7pm
Tickets on sale Sept 28
Warren Hall Box Office
Plan 9 MuskToday.com
$8 with JAC, $12 without
Limit 2 tickets with JAC
featured on
andO
University Program Boar
James Madison Univ

11/3
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-VOLLEYBALL-

MEN'S SOCCER

Volleyball
beats VCU

JMU wins physical game against Long wood
BY JORDAN SCAMBOS

contributing writer
BY TOM CIALINO

contributing writer
The Dukes opened conference play Saturday, sweeping in-state rival Virginia
Commonwealth University 3018, 30-27 and 30-26, at Sinclair
Gymnasium in Godwin Hall.
The Dukes' 17* straight victory
over VCU was due to 13 kills
turned in by sophomore middle
blocker Ashley Copenhaver.
"1 think the players were
very excited tonight," coach
Disa Garner said. "The upperclassmen have been preparing
for this since January."
After a strong non-confereno?
showing and the dominance the
Dukes (11-2 overall) displayed,
Copenhaver had great confidence
heading into the rest ot Colonial
Athletic Association play.
"If we play up to our
capability, we feel that we can
beat everyone on our schedule,"
Copenhaver said.
With so much youth on the
2004 roster. Gamer is relying
heavily on the play of lone senior
Katie Fuchs. Fuchs did not let her
coach down on Saturday night
providing eight kills and a teamleading three blocks.
"Kate leads the conference
in hitting percentage," Gamer
said. "We not only expect
[excellent net play] out of her,
but we rely on her for it."
The one-time first-team AI1CAA middle blocker trained hard
in the off-season for Saturday
night's conference opener.
"I want to go out there and
play my best every night,"
Fuchs said. "It's my last chance
to play volleyball here and win
a CAA championship."
The Dukes sprinted out of
the gate at by winning the first
six points of the first game.
|MU maintained a steady lead
throughout the game and finished with a hitting percentage
of .417. During the 30-18 win.
VCU's hitting percentage was
a meager .040.
The second game proved
to be the sloppiest of the three,
with the Dukes and Rams
turning in a .143 and .161
hitting percentage, respectively.
Gamer attributed a few reasons
to fMU's sub-par play.
"1 think in the second game
we relaxed and backed off <i little," Garner said. "I think that is
the result of youth, and is something we will have to change
throughout the year."
After prevailing in the second
game, the Dukes held off a late rally
by VCU to defeat the Rams 30-26
fa their seventh-straight victory.
It was the 13* straight victory for the Dukes at Sinclair
Gymnasium, daring back to
last year. When asked about the
winning streak, Gamer was not
about to rest on her laurels.
"Now this is a whole different ballgame," Gamer said.
"Non-conference play was good
because we learned a lot about
ourselves, but the record means
nothing. We have to keep learning every night and striving
toward our goal to make the
conference tournament"

A-10 SC0REB0MH
UNH
Dartmouth

45
24

Delaware
UMass

21
7

Lafayette
Richmond

21
16

William & Mary
VMI

42
6

Hofstra
URI

62
43

Northeastern
Towson

27
3

Villanova
Pennsylvania

16
13

In a scrappy and aggressive
opening game of the JMU Men's
Soccer Tournament, the undefeated Dukes plowed through
the Longwood University
Lancers 3-0 Friday night at the
JMU Soccer Complex.
The goals came early for the No.
23-ranked Dukes. Ten minutes in.
sophomore midfieldei Mark Totten
scored off a cross from junior midfielder Bobby Humphrey. Senior
forward Denny Fulk increased the
lead in the 35* minute when he
found an empty net after crossing
over the Lancers' goalkeeper.
With the Lancers down 2-0
against a nationally ranked team
in a hostile venue, the game took
a more aggressive tone.

"There were a lot of
unsportsmanlike tugs," junior
defender Dannv Sheridan said.
A number of tough tackles turned into yellow cards. A
scuffle in front of the Longwood
goal during the second half sent
a Longwood player to the turf,
writhing in pain.
"There were a lot of elbows
and late tackles," Humphrey said.
"When we retaliated, it took us out
of what we wanted to do."
Sheridan added, "Longwood's
style was different than what
we're used to. Their late tackles
disrupted our rhythm."
The Dukes' goals against average, which ranks No. 13 in the
nation at .42 goals per game, was
unaffected by the physical game.
Led by an experienced defense, the
Dukes earned their fourth shutout

in sown £.imrs
"We aren't surprised by the
number of shutouts so far this
year," Sheridan said. "We've got
pretty much the same guys back
from last year's solid defense."
Humphrey said, "If we can keep
the shutouts coming against CAA
teams like Old Dominion, Virginia
Commonwealth and William & Mary,
then we'll really be impressed."
Colonial Athletic Association
play begins Friday.
Projected in the preseason to
finish fifth in the CAA by the conference's coaches, the Dukes have
overtaken all but No. 22 ODU in
national polls.
"We're ready for CAA play,"
Humphrey said. "But any team
that has the success that we've seen
has a bull's-eye on its back. We're
not used to that"

CHRIS XANDAIirmcrplwtotraphrr
RadsMrt sophomore midfielder Andrew Walker
looks for an open lane against longwood Friday.

FOOTBALL

Mountaineers down Dukes
Fumbles
play pivotal
role in loss
BY JAMES IRWIN

sports editor
In the end, the game
came down to turnovers.
JMU committed them and
West Virginia University
capitalized on them.
Redshirt
freshman
running back Antoinne
Bolton coughed the ball up
on one drive. Redshirt senior
center Leon Steinfeld's
shotgun snap sailed
over redshirt sophomore
quarterback Justin Rascati's
AMY MTERSOrtyfcMo rftor head on another. The two
RadaMrt sophomore running back Alvki Banks (No. 1) ran for 109 yards on 30 carries In JMU'a 45-10 loss to Wast Virginia. fumbles both were recovered
by WVU and resulted in 14
unanswered points as the
Mountaineers downed the
Dukes 45-10.
"We wanted to take the
Saturday, Sept 25
University of Maryland in 1998. JMU
BY MATTHEW STOSS
game into the fourth quarter
eventually lost 23-15.
assistant sports editor
Points by Half
1
2
Tatal
with a chance to win," coach
"The big difference between I-A and
Dukes
0
10
10
Mickey Matthews said.
The Dukes came into 2004 with a
I-AA is the number of scholarships,"
Mountaineers
21
24
45
"Those two turnovers took
much-hailed, "new-look offense." In
Beach said. "They're deeper and have a
us out of that."
Saturday's game against West Virginia
bigger rotation. We had some juice early,
Unlike the Dukes, WVU
University, that new offense was a bit
In the closing minutes of the game, but it progressively left us."
was unblemished in the
unusual as it took the form of redshirt senior wide safety Rodney McCarter
No. 6 WVU (4-0) cruised pasaed
turnover category until the
senior defensive tackle Brandon Beach.
stripped the ball from WVU second- the Dukes (2-0(1-0) on the strength of
game's outcome already was
Beach scored the Dukes' only string quarterback Charles Hales. quarterback Rasheed Marshall's right
determined.
touchdown in West Virginia's 45-10 Beach grabbed it and lumbered 35 arm. The senior touched up JMU for 184
"We knew we could not
win over JMU before 56,609 at Milan vards for the touchdown.
yards and two touchdowns while combeat them unless they helped
Puskar Stadium.
The Dukes' other score was 32-yard pleting 17 of 22 pass-attempts.
us," Matthews said. "To their
Marshall's preferred target was wide
"Defensive linemen never think field goal in the third quarter goal by
credit, they didn't"
receiver Chris Henry, who reeled in
they are going to score," Beach said. sophomore kicker David Rabil
Despite the turnovers,
Saturday was the first time JMU seven catches for 74 yards, including
"It's a fat man's dream and I'm happy
that it happened, but I definitely scored on a I-A opponent since
let FUMBLE, page 20
r LOSS, page 20
wasn't expecting it."
the Dukes put 15 points up on the

JMU's lone score comes from defense

WOMEN'S SOCCER

FIELD HOCKEY

Dukes break losing streak JMU loses in double 0T
Dukes fall to Loyola

BY ROSE LAVEKY

c untrihuting writer
The JMU women's field hockey
team won their second game of the year
Saturday, defeating Radford University
3-1 at the JMU Field Hockey Complex
Senior forward Alissa Santanna led the
Dukes with two goals, and sophomore
midfielder Baillie Versfield added a goal
and an assist in the win.
"We won — we came out on top, but it
wasn't even necessarily our best game,"
Santanna said. "Everybody stepped up
and played through. We definitely had
times where we dropped off. but all in
all, I think that was probably one of our
better offensive games."
It was an offensive-minded game for
the Dukes, who had 20 shots on goal to
Radford's 11.
"I think we did generate quite a bit of
attack, which was good," coach Antoinette
Lucas said.
Lucas also said she was impressed
with several players, specifically Versfeld
and Santanna.
"You can count on Versfeld from game
set DUKES, page 20

BY TODD BAOCHI

staff writer

CHRIS IABZIIAVnlorpfcxofneAtr
Redshirt freshman back Courtney
Remington and ths Dukes won
their second game Saturday.

mmmm

JMU lost to the Loyola
College Greyhounds Saturday 32 in double overtime at the JMU
Soccer Complex. The loss ended
the Dukes three-game winning
streak and dropped their record
to 5-3-1 on the season.
The Dukes were 1:30 away from
leaving the game tied when Loyola
forward Ali Andrzejewski scored
the game-winning goal in the 108"'
minute. Loyola forward Katelyn
Woods provided the assist.
"They have two of the best forwards on the east coast." coach Dave
Lombardo said. "We knew we had
to focus on stopping No. 7 (sophomore forward Carolyn Kennington)
and No. 24 (Andrzejewski) today,
and they really hurt us."
JMU looked like it was on its
way to a rout early on, taking a 2-0
lead just 16:14 into the first half.
The Dukes scored on their first
shot on goal just 9:56 Into the game,

with freshman midfielder Melanie
Schaffer scoring off an assist from
junior midfielder Karly Skladany.
Just six minutes later, sophomore forward Sarah Cebulski
received the ball off a throw in
and dribbled through the Loyola
defense, scoring the Dukes' second goal of the day unassisted.
After the game, Cebulski said
JMU might have gotten a little
too comfortable after their second goal.
"We just had no sense of urgency today," Cebulski said. "1 think
we just kind of sat back a little
after getting that lead."
Kennington scored Loyola's
first goal off an assist from
Andrzejewski 22:55 into the
game. Lombardo said this might
have been the turning point in
the game.
"Scoring thai first goal was
really imtant for them," Lombardo
said. "The game really could have
gotten away from them if they
hadn't scored there."
set JMU. page 20
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FUMBLE:
Turnovers
key in loss

LOSS: Look to Pride
LOSS, from page 19

FUMBLE, from page 19

the Dukes were competitive
They held WVUs offense tn
check for most of the game and
limited running back Kay-Jay
Harris to 53 yards rushing.
"Our strategy is to shut the
run down," redshirt freshman
safety Tony LeZotte said. "I think
we did pretty well today."
Matthews agreed, but still
pointed to the turnovers as the
real reason for the final score.
"We didn't need to help West
Virginia and we did," he said. "We
turned a 17-3 game into 45-10,"
However Matthews was optimistic about how is learn looked
heading back into conference play.
"1 feel very positive about
our team," he said. "I thought
we played OK today. 1 just want
AMY PATERSON',**, nHur
us to play smart. I thought this
Rwfchtrt sophomore wide receiver D.D. Boxley gets personal wtth the turf at MMan Puskar Stadium.
was a good experience"
Boxley left the game wtth an ankle Injury, the only major Injury sustained by the Dukes against WVU.

both of Marshall's touchdownpasses.
"It's what 1 expected," redshirt sophomore running back
Alvin Banks said. "They're the
No. 6 team in the country. They
shut out teams and do what
they do to be that."
But this is not uncharted territory for the Dukes Last year,
JMU traveled to Virginia Tech
while the Hokies were a top-25
team and left on the wrong end
of a 43-0 score.
"1 think we played much
better [than we did last year],"
coach Mickey Matthews said.
"We have a better team than we
had last year, but I don't know
if we could've beat |WVU)."
In the first quarter, JMU
held WVU scoreless — and
vice versa. The quarter closed
with the Dukes stopping West
Virginia on 3rd and 1 at the
JMU 2-yard line.
" People are just going to think
that we got blown out" redshirt freshman free safety Tony

LeZotte said. "But unless you
were here, you don't know how
well we played on defense and
how well we stopped them."
Banks carried the ball 30
times for 109 yards.
"I thought we were going to
pass the ball more," Banks said.
"We haven't played a team
where we were able to pass the
ball yet a lot, so I thought we
would pass."
On the passing side of the
offense, JMU ran out redshirt
sophomore quarterback Justin
Rascati, who has started all
three of the Dukes' games this
season. Rascati went 11 for 16
for 110 yards. Redshirt senior
quarterback Matt LeZotte also
saw action. It was the first time
he had taken a snap since the
season opener against Lock
Haven University. The senior
finished 2 for 7 for 36 yards.
"If s a win in that we didn't
have any catastrophic injuries,"
Beach said. "We are going to
get into our conference games
and hopefully, we can win an
[Atlantic 10J championship."

DUKES: Break skid JMU: Came up short E^r^1
DUKES, from page 19

to name," she said. "And the
same with Alisaa, so ifs not a
surprise to me that they're the
ones scoring."
The first half ended tied at
1-1. Versfeld's goal put JMU on
the board first with 20:54 remaining. Both teams had four
penalty comers and four saves
in the first half.
On Radford's third consecutive penalty cornet trie ball sailed
into the net, but was too high and
ruled a dangerous hit Radford
connected on a shot by junior
Hope Bass with 430 to play.
Lucas was impressed with
Radford's play.
"I think they're (Radford) a
nice team," she said. "They play
very well together and they play
hard. They're well-coached."

San tn in.1 attributed the offensive outburst to better teamwork.
"I really think that we had
key people step up all over the
field," Santanna said " Yesterday we had a good practice.
We're working on working
with each other and working
off the ball and that kind of
stuff. I really just felt like there
was support all over the field
and communication."
JMU scored in the second
half as freshman Lauren Stefaniak assisted Santanna to put
the Dukes up 2-1 With 2:35 to
play in the game, Versfeld recorded an assist for Santanna's
second goal
"I thought we did well as a
team." Versfeld said. "We had
bit of a slump there in the second half, but we came out of
that and we played well."

JMU. from page 19

The first half ended
with JMU leading 2-1. Statistically, it was an even
half with JMU's six shots
on goal to Loyola's five.
In the second half, however, Loyola had far more
scoring opportunities, outshooting JMU 15-8 during
the rest of the game.
"They seemed to keep
coming, and we just let it
slip away." Schaffer said.
"We just lacked the passion and intensity to keep
and protect our lead."
JMU junior goalie Jessica Hussey survived an
onslaught of shots early
in the second half, making
a couple of saves. Hussey
allowed the tying goal at

59:37 mark. Loyola forward
Courtney Arikian scored
directly off of aeon in kick
by Kennington.
After regulation ended
in a 2-2 tie, both teams had
chances in overtime. Loyola
outshot JMU 4-3 in the two
extra periods After the
game, Lombardo was quick
to praise Loyola's effort
"We played No 5 Penn
State, and I think this
(Loyola) is actually a better team than they were,"
Lombardo said. "Loyola
just showed a lot of grit and
determination in coming
back to win this game."
The Dukes next play
Friday, when they travel to
Norfolk to take on Old Dominion University.
Game time is 7 p.m.

EV1N SHtiAPhrnutrphntoitniphrr
Freshman midfielder Annie Lowry dribbles downfleld In the Dukes
overtime loss to Loyola.

International Week presents..

Harrisonburg
\ Baptist
Church
Wrish music is
the expression of the universal muse.
9t boom music, it is
music of community andsharinll

October 1,2004

7:30 PM
rllege Center
Grand Ballroom

Special
Performance
International Week is sponsored by..

12 PM on
The Commons

Originating from a concept introduced in Isaiah 43:10, Believing
God examines what it means to believe God rather than only
believe in Him. Participants study the lives of Abraham and others
from Hebrews 11 as examples of people who believed God.

ii'li.iiBEIEcnMMzEi^rcBiW
This women's Bible Study will be held for 10 consecutive weeks
at Harrisonburg Baptist Church at 6:30 Monday evengings. Meet
upstairs in the balcony to view the DVD presentation by
nationally acclaimed author and teacher Beth Moore. For more
information contact Jaime Campbell at Harrisonburg Baptist
Church at www.hbcalive.com
Harrisonburg Baptist Church

Jaime Campbell

www.hbcalive.com
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Aftermath of breakup
shouldn't be messy

away from

BY GEARY COX

senior writer

home

CHERYL LOCK/jrmor ptuKpapl*,

Although students miss their homes, comfort
can be easily located on, offJMU campus
BY MORI PRICE

contributing writer

Some students enter their freshman
year without a backwards glance as
they enter a world of bigger and better
things.
Others do not find the transition
quite so easy — many experience nauseating homesickness. Fortunately, they
are not alone.
Senior Jackie Fennessey came to JMU
from Bayville, N.Y.
"Freshman year was really hard for
me. especially coming from out of state
and not knowing anyone." RaMMMy
VOU n-.illv h.ivi- ,„ hnil.i ., ,„.w

life for yourself here."
Fennessey said the best way to take
her mind off of home is, "Just getting off
campus once in a while. When you're
stuck on campus sometimes, you're all
cooped up and start to feel like a mouse
in a cage."
Although Harrisonburg is not New
York City, the restaurant scene is fairly
large and diverse Food also is very
affordable in Harrisonburg, and the
rang*! from American to Thai
la ( .iribbean.
Since the Harrisonburg Ir.insit
buses make numerous stops near a
number of restaurants such as Dave's
Taverna and Calhoun's, a night or day
on the town is easy to maneuver.
The bus also makes stops at Valley
Mall — not quite the bustling center of commerce most students are

accustomed to — but it has the basic
MOMtHM The mall is a great place to
go off campus for a few hours in the
afternoon.
If getting off campus seems too
daunting, there are also plenty of ways
to have fun and unwind on campus.
"I'm not involved in many activities yet," freshman Carla Johnson said.
"I'm still trying to get used to school,
but whenever I miss home, 1 talk to my
nximmate or the girls on my hall about
it. A lot of them are going through the
same thing as I am."
When she needs some time to
herself, she says she enjoys doing her
homework outside to get a little bit of
Sunshine and fresh .in
There are tons of beautiful places to
go on campus, among them: Festival at
sunset, Newman Lake when the ducks
re out and the Quad at anytime with a
good book.
"When I was a freshman, we used to
play hall hockey' with our field hockey
sinks at 2 a.m.," senior Phyllis Strange
said. "We would end up laughing so
loud we would wake people up."
More than anything else, people
recommend getting involved while
attending college.
Senior Michael Kennedy came to
the United States from Australia and
has been in school at JMU for four
years. Kennedy was involved with
International Student Alliance — only
one club among the hundreds available
to students at JMU.

Tinn that ■
frown into a
smile.. if yon a
missing homo, chock
out those cozy spots:
.

-Newman Lake
Taylor Pown Under
-The Quad
Festival

•The Mall
?ownfowri K burq

KBVAN MAOVER/jnvWc. rduor
Clubs are the best way to get
to know people who share similar
interests, and JMU has a high level of
student involvement in extracurricular
activities, Kennedy said.
"I was never terribly homesick here,
but that's because I got involved and I
also went out a lot," Kennedy said. "So
I was too busy having fun to really think
about home."

If s been interesting, this unspoken battle for territory after a breakup. More than
a month later, it should be easy to move on,
but there are constant questions and awkward moments.
When we break up with our significant
others, we all hope for "the clean breakup,"
but does such a thing even exist?
The fact is, barring the rare case, the
clean breakup doesn't happen — nor can
it. After a months-long relationship and so
many mental, psychological and physical
connections, it is hard to think of "the ex" in
different terms.
The breakup is most painful when ft
comes to physical territory. Sophomore
Elissa Winarski, recently single, felt tension
when she walked through the Village where
her ex lives. In retrospect, Elissa said her
feelings were outrageous — he doesn't own
the Village, and she was just walking. But
she still felt the tension just the same.
To fix this, ignore the sinking feeling
in your stomach and that angry feeling in
your fists and just be cordial. Avoidance is
another tactic — sometimes mature and
sometimes cowardly. The goal is to limit the
number of awkward situations, so do what
works for you.
Changes in behavior also follow the
breakup. It might be a restaurant, a movie or
an activity that just doesn't seem to fit without the ex. The two involved in the breakup
will have to adjust to the new situation. The
important thing to remember is that, eventually, you will adjust.
The last — and most difficult — place
territorial skirmishes enter is with friends.
Usually your friends became mutual between
you and the ex. This presents a problem.
I've had a few experiences with breakups, and if they've taught me anything, it's
that pushing the issue ruins things — never
ask your friends to choose sides. In my last
breakup, my friends knew the truth and
were there for me — 1 never asked for an
oath of allegiance. Had 1 forced them to pick
between the ex and myself, I would have
forced them away.
The breakup will be difficult. Losing
friends when you're losing your significant
other is ridiculous. If you lose them, then it's
probably something you did to incite their
behavior. If they've chosen sides against you,
if s better that way. If they chose sides with
you, let them know that you are OK with
them talking to your ex — I did, and my
friends still are by my side.
Breakups aren't easy, and anyone who
tells you differently is lying. A successful
breakup is one that disrupts the lives of the
fewest people. You will be uncomfortable
and may have to change your habits and
behaviors — accept it. Your friends never
should be put in an uncomfortable situation.
Be cordial, speak your peace and move on.

^BmMiSksHMsooo of the manager of Kline's
BY ERIN LEE

senior writer
Owning Kline's Dairy Bar is a
rewarding, but certainly not relaxing,
mponaWliiy. At only 44 years old,
Mike AKII.II t has been the owner rind
1979, when he first took over at 19.
Kline's was founded by Bess and
|oha Kline in 1943 They owned the
store lor 33 years.
The store was bought by Sam
Fletcher, theowner for five years.
Fletcher financed the business to the
young Areh.irt in thanks for .ill his
help with heavy tasks.
Now, Arehart's day begins with
seeing his two kids off to school.
"I very much like to be there in the
morning and see them before they go
oil in school," Arehart said.
I I* then heads over to Kline's on
58 E. Wolf.- si
"I try to stay very hands-on,"
Arehart said There, he helps employees l.inny Holsinger and Dan Scanlan
make Ice cream and conducts inventory and banking. Employees — including si, m- manager Melissa Armentrout,
who has worked for Kline's since she
was 14 — come in half an hour before

Kline's should never
change - we're never
going to be some hightech ice cream business.
- Mike Arehart

Kline's Daii) Bar owner
the store opens at 11 a.m.
"Mike is very easy to get along
with, and he works well with you
if you need days off," senior Sarah
Henderson said. Henderson has
worked for Arehart for three years
and now is a shift manager.
Flavor-picking is another of
Arehart's duties that must be done
months in advance.
"In the spring and fall, we try to
run the flavors that the college kids will
like the musl,' Arehart said Pumpkin,
apple strudcl and coffee are future season,]! tlavors.
Though he spends several hours
throughout the day at the store,
Arehart still manages to exercise.
After making sure Kline's is in order,

Arehart plays a game of pick-up basketball with friends.
He also is a licensed real estate
agent for Old Dominion Realty. "My
real job is still Kline's Dairy Bar,"
Arehart said.
"I try to end my day between 4:30
and 5:30 p.m., and I have a dog that
demands to be walked every day,"
Arehart said.
He calls the store every night at
7 p.m. If anything needs to be done,
such as making more ice cream, he
comes in immediately.
"My favorite thing about Kline's is
that we provide a lot of jobs to people
who've never had jobs," Arehart said.
He has given jobs to countless high
school students in the area who have
continued working there until college
graduation.
A new Kline's is set to open in
December on the comer of S. Main St.
and Mosby Ave. Arehart is busy getting details, like a new color scheme,
worked out for the store.
"Kline's should never change —
we're never going to be some hightech ice cream business," Arehart said.
Most JMU students wouldn't change a
thing either.

CAROLYN WALSER/»m«^B.o»r^Arr
Everybody loves lea cream, and that Is true •specially tor
Kline's Dairy Bar owner Mike Arehart. Now 44 yean oM, he has
been tcoopinf Ice cream since he was 19.
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review

ReeL ReFLections
'Forgotten' enjoyable, but not lasting memory

the bizarre. Telly receives help
from Ash Correl (Dominic
senior writer
"The Forgotten"
West "Mona Lisa Smile"),
who. after some prompting
Starring:
Movie titles often are
more ironic than directors Julliane Moore, Anthony from Telly, remembers his own
daughter used to play with
realize, though their irony
Edwards
Sam. They never really have
rarely escapes the movie's
Running time:
time to regroup, however,
reviewers. This certainly is
as
increasingly
strange
91 mins
not a place to break from
circumstances befall them
tradition, and so it must be
Rated: PG-13
Though "The Forgotten"
said that, while interesting,
keeps the audience curious as
"The Forgotten" is destined
**«
to what the real explanation for
to become just that.
luliarme Moore ("Laws meet with Munce, he explains Sam's questioned existence is,
of Attraction") plays Telly what he and Jim always have the ultimate plot twist was easy
Perrata, a grieving mother known — Telly suffers from. for even this dense reviewer
whose son, Sam, died in a paramnesia. Jim explains that to pick up on. The resolution
plane crash 14 months ear- Sam was stillborn, and Telly illogically is optimistic in a
lier. Her psychiatrist Dr. has invented nine years worth movie that draws heavily on the
jack Munce, played by Gary of memories in response to los- confusion and fear of its main
Sinise ("The Big Bounce"), ing her baby. Telly's response characters. It is worth a look for
and her husband Jim Perrata, is, predictably, one of disbe- its myriad twists and rums and
played by Anthony Edwards lief. She sets out to prove that panicked, documentary-like
filming style, but not before
("Thunderbirds"), try to sup- her son did exist
This introduction sounds it arrives in Grafton Stovallport her as she works through
the psychological trauma of like it would make a good Theatreoron the rental shelf.
movie, however, this scenario
her son's death.
One day, as Telly follows a all takes place within the first
compulsive routine that takes 20 minutes of the 91-minute
her through all of Sam's old running time. After setting up
belongings and pictures, she the interesting — if somewhat
• ••• CwniMiaWjrAff*
■HpMarfp+'l
discovers that the pictures are unoriginal — scenario above,
««* V**tarn*mo**>|%
missing and the home mov- writer Gerald Di Pego ("Angel
ies are blank. She accuses Eyes") and director Joseph
«• 9aMhmmOmw> daiii
ina/cnvhfen
her husband of conspiring to Ruben ("Return to Paradise")
help her get over Sam's death. use the remaining 71 minutes
But when the two of them to take us on an adventure of
BY ALEX SIRNEY

•Sftrr"*-*

Fall fashions provide new opportunity
to play dress up around campus
Summer officially is over, and the brisk
Harrisonburg weather is starting to set
in Your wardrobe needs some spicing
up after months of flip-flops, shorts and
tanks When it comes to being autumn
chic, there are several key trends that will
keep the ladies looking fresh. This fall is
all about texture. Tweed no longer is just
for your professor. Pair a tweed blazer
with jeans, or try a flattering knee-length
tweed skirt with a simple cardigan.
If you want to take a walk on the wild
side, something in an animal print is ,i n
sity. A leopard-print sweater look* cute and
casual when paired with a denim skirt and
tights. Steer clear of pairing this look with
any other sexy piece, such as knee-boots, to
avoid looking too provocathi
Being a girl never has been better.
Embrace your femininity with pretty
embellishments that will leave you feeling
like a princess. Adding a sparkly sweater,
faux pearls, a flower broach or a bow
dresses up your ensemble in the blink of a
perfectly curled eycla h
Bold patterns such as argyle and houndstooth (black-and-white checkered) are
everywhere. Your grandpa would be so
proud of you in a hot new version of hi-favorite socks. Try an argyle vest with a
brightly colored collared shirt or a houndstooth coat. Express stores make an affordable version of both looks.
A glamorous and COX) addition to your
wardrobe is faux fur. In a faux fur stole,
you instantly can look like a million bucks.
Sweaters or jackets with a fur collar also
are a smart option.
For chilly days, throw on a knit poncho.

Megan Burkart
Y«*r: Sophomore
ews,Va.
Hometown: Newport Nev

Cm

Major: Nurs
If you coutd beany utensil what
would you be and why. An icaoeaniicoopn
beoBMibveccoavn I

k be and
I why? My best Mend toon "nq^^^B" talk » tot and I
DMdW I

<'on.

What ii your favorite make out song? la* in Red'by Eric Clapton
What was your dream job when you ware younqar'
17 dart

Written by
Erin Lee

This look is great with pants, or cuffed jeans and
boots. Seek out a solid color, or one with diagonal
stnpi-. if you are going for a slimming effect.
Don't worry gentlemen — the fashion
world isn't letting you off too easily For a
casual but polished look, copy Usher's preference of blazers, untucked collared shirts
and jeans. For a more rugged — but handsome - look, follow Jude Law's lead of
white collared shirts, sweaters and jeans.
Think Mr. Rogers this fall — argyle
sweaters, vests and cardigans arc now
actually hip for guys. However, nothing
i- more sinking than a well-tailored suit.
A pinstriped suit with a brightly colored
tie in a bright blue or pink adds punch to
the average suit and would look impresift E fan an interview.
My final tip goes for both guys and girls
— give your outfit that extra something with
a squirt or two of your favorite perfume or
cologne before you head out the door. Greatlooking clothes just don't have the same
effect without in entumg fragrance.
Now that that you are armed with the fall
fashions checklist, you are fully capable of
surviving the season in impeccable style.

Hey Variety and Focus writers!
Don't forget about our meeting
Friday, October 1st at 3
in the basement of Anthony-Seeger.
Be there to get story assignments
for the month of October.
See ya there!

CAROLYN WALSER/J«iiflr photographer
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CLASSIFIEDS
FEMALE
place.
No

ROOMMATESNice
dog.
Call 5*0-1934

Golan Abroad Sprla| SemeMer1.'

IJM HI»»»

DARTENDIMi!
No experience
provided (100)

RSMq
FMaatU
necessary Tminin^
96*-o520 EM 212

Experieoc**
Servan
Warned
lunch
and
dinner
ahifU.
Apply
al
MaconoVl.
IU-XI
TO
Lowe'l

CkaaM Mi IM Mn
TAKING ONLINI S! K\ I VS \l \M •.
YOU J75I wm,.lielPaiJTolh,

Iff navar kx> eartjr. io go omnt K)
ptocaya* ad today"

Htvw.lhebreezf. org

HELP WANTED
HORSE BOARDING lOmin ftomJMU
1 miles off Port Republic Road Riding
ring available. Call 434-9550 after 5 p.m.
DANCERS WANTED for" Pandiae
City.
Excellent
opportunity
10
make $500 to Sl.000 par week.
Call
Mike
al
(540)
271-1428.

RESPONSIVE
MANAGEMENT
A vwldlit'c natural resource research
firm is hiring polite, professional,
reliable people to conduct telephone
research
surveys
(no
sales)

GET PAID TO Bi I1.D
YOUR POKI FOI ID'

HiltnguAj/Spenith
interviewers
aUo needed. Check our website at

Writer* & photographer* Herded!

Part-time to full-time noun, SundayFriday 4 p.m.- 9 p.m.; Saiunb)
\2y m. -5p.m. Apply at 130 Franklin Street

wv w responslvemanagemertt com

■--mill the brve:eiaijmu.ettu
today to get ttftfti!
CHANFXLO'S PIZZA Delivers Dnvm
Needed. Mutt have own car with clean
driving record and insurance. Flexible
scheduling to work around class limes
Part-time work available MuM he
available to close either In or Sal.
(closing lime. 4am) Cash paid daily!:
Driven average over S100 per shift
To apply call 271-06*2. ask for Pal

DIIIVERY DRIVERS: DINNER
TO-OO ta BRING. Must have
own car with clean driving record
and insurance. Flexible part-time
schedule* to work around classes
Cash paid daily' Call 438-9993
FREELANCE WRITERS wanted to help
organize manuscript. Great pay, flexible
hours. Fax leticr lo 540-342-0998

Mmmg off campus?
Daft taw what to look
or who to all?

SERVICES

SPRING BREAK 1—5 Ctllllgl

(lasses now forming th.it will amob
your mind as well as your body.
>tsvwdgi»u(fmr/< h com
830-5077.

From apartment shopping and lease
signing to decorating inexpensively.
Find everything you need in the

PARENTS
WEEKEND
ACCOMODATIONS Double room with
bath, bed and breakfast, close to campus
$100 for iwo nights. (540) 434-7152.

Apartment& Living
Guide

\DOPTION Devoid childless couple
wishes to adopt infant. Willing lo pay
medical & legal expenses. Call Man
& Regan collect at (703) 573-5140.

CHANFXLO'S PIZZA Phone operator
pizza makers wanted. Fast-paced, fun
work cnv.ronnicni. Need a nde to work?
We will pick you up! Musi be available
Fri or Sal night. Must be able to work late
,openuniil4am) Paritimeavailable Greai
pay and food discounts. Please do not call
siore in apply Call 271-0632. ask for Pal.

WANTED: "DTERS AND "OM"ERS
If you panKipaled in Destination
Imagination or Odyssey of the Mind in
High School, and would like lo become
a part of a University learn, let us know!
E-mail armstremajmu rt**(540>255-3439.

$450
GROUP
FUNDRAISER
Scheduling Bonus - 4 hours of your
grnup's lime PLUS our free (yes. free)
fundraiiing solutions EQUALS $1,000$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with
Campus Fundraiser.
Contact
Campus Fundraiser. (888) 923-3238.
or
visit
H-HSV campusfwutralsercom.
ADOPTION Lovwg infertile couple
wishing to adopt an infant Willing
10 pay legal and medical eitpcnaea
Call
Collect
($40)
751-0111
H»M XVHOWND Muting something'*
Contact JMU's lost and found at.
hitf>

IMIKIUNMIM
WANTED.
Spanky'n it looking for light acoustical
cntcruinmcnl
to
play
Ihurslay
through Saturday night. Call Spanky,
(540) 520-4I4J or (540) 344-8850.

web jmu edu'los land found .

YOilt AD HF.RF
nvwafefecnagtfatiJSaai

International Week presents:

And on " |/K>men's /3ghts"

Find a better price1
Lowest prices, free meals, hottest parties'
November 6th deadline!
Hiring rep* - earn free trips and cash!

StuderrtCitv.com

Spring Break

SJB IWyWlrtMaTT gjgj

I JMgWTM

BAHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
Celebrity Cruise! 5 Days from $279!
Includes meal*, port-taxes, exclusive
beach parlies with 20* of your favorite
Iv celebrities as seen on Real World.
Road Rules, Bachelor' Great beaches,
nightlife. Ethicsawatdwinningcompany!

Ctlmal Panne!
Oi Maum Break

www. SpringBreak Travel com
i.ann-"«-*»a>
SPRING BREAK 2005 Travel with STS.
America's *1 Student Tour Operator lo
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuko, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps
Call for group discounts. Information/
Reservations
1-800-648-4849.

Pisces FUN act
In tlie Sree*e
MRJONALSI!

www.sisiravtl.com.
SPRING
BREAK!
CANCUN.
APAPULCO. JAMAICA From $459 * tax.
HondBSIS9!OiaCarKMPriccsaieSlOOkia
than others! Book now' Include* brokfaBs,
dinner. Ethks award winning company
View 500 hotel reviews and videos at
-**$w**tu*r.wia>« 1-800-678-6386.

Shoutouts,
lova lattars,
lokst,
etcetera

al SPRING BREAK WEBSITE!
i .Al.: prim gMIMkMl

Viarc www.triebreeze.ory to

Fnemeala!
Book II people.gel 12thtnpfree'
Group diKounts for 6*

place your ad*

check out prices and to

"»v ^priHgBrrakDUt
1-800-838-8202

"Al ada am aubjad lo Bmn approval

Monday, September 27
Taylor 402
5:00 p.m.

Are women issues the same all around the world?
Come and share your ideas and culture regarding women around the world!
www.jmu.edii/international
EVERYDAY 4 7PM. $3.00

432-0610

Moil - I HATE DALLAS NIGHT
35 cent wings
Tue-KARAOKE, Specials
Kitchen Open till 3 am
Wed-D.J. Williams Band
& Souths.de Funk Bros
Bucket Specials
Tim NO COVER! KARAOKE DANCE PARTY
Why Pay Cover To Have FunP
Kitchen open till 3 a.m.

THE

STUDY ABROAD FAIR

|f Some Things In Life It

Fri- Urban D.J.
i;

dothepub.com

SPANKYS

Textbooks

8 AM TO 12 PM
7 DAYS A WEEK

* NEW MANAGEMENT • FREE PARKING AFTER SPM
* NEWLY RENOVATED • JAC CARD ACCEPTED
* - NEW MENU • 9-1 2PM 1/2 PRICE APPETIZERS
• GREAT PEPSI DRINK SPECIALS DAILY

ENTERTAINMENT - ACOUSTIC THURS-FRI-SAT 9-12:30PM
(ENTERTAINERS APPLY)
POETRY SLAM-SUN NITE - 9-12 PM
(NEED READER)
1
1

BUY ONE SANDWICH,
GET ONE OF EQUAL VALUE
(LIMIT ONF COUPON PER

LEARN ABOUT
STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES
IN

LONDON, FLORENCE, SALAMANCA, ANTWERP AND
MORE!

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

TRANSITIONS ROOM, WARREN HAH.

[
11AM

I

2 CUSTOMER)
ll§ CAM. THE OFFICE Or INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

60 WEST WATER STREET

30, 2004

434-7647

I

AT 568.6419 FOR MORF INFORMATION.

-

3PM
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Pheasant Run
Townhomes

Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards

Great Room

Eat In
Kitchen

Deck or Patio

Cable/Phone/Ethernet available,
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher,
Washer and Dryer, Microwave,
Refrigerator with Ice Maker!!!

Pheasant Run
Townhomes
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
Monday - Friday 1 Oam - 5pm

12> View a map to our location on GoLoo&On.Cam
1

i««m<",»»i"«'««»»"

